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SPANISH TILE BEANS TERRACOTTA WALK OF FAME KNOWLES MEMORIAL CH/
Founded in 1 885, Rollins College has estab-
lished itself as not only one of the most academic
but also as one of the most asthetic campuses in
the country. Spanish tile...stucco... brick...terra
cotta....these are the elements that blend together
to form one beautiful whole that we know as
Rollins College. Pictured here, is the Olin Library
at night from across Lake Virginia.
I
LAKE VIRGINIA CORNELL ARTS MUSEUM DOWN UNDER THE POOL MOSS
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Earth, wind, fire, and water are the
elements that make up the planet
earth. At
,
Rollins, the
elements that
make life on campus so vi-
brant consists of many things.
Faces and places are just two
things on the large palette that con-
» struct the image of the Rollins we
Pw know now, and
Rollins
knew
from
the Union
and many foreign countries, a respectable teaching
staff, and one, if not the most, beautiful campuses in
the entire country, Rollins
has been in the hearts and
minds of many of its stu-
% II dents, past and present.
Whether you are a Greek or an independent, a
member of a sports team or someone who prefers
t h e
w e
then. With students
almost every state in
it i
academics, everyone fits in perfectly. When one first
steps foot on Rollins,
they are not just
entering an experi-
ence, they are be-
coming part of it.
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ELEMENTS
of campus life
Traveling. Partying. Playing frisbee. Studying. Candles. Working. Going to
plays. Watching soccer games. Listening to music. Rollerblading. Rules.
Parking. Swimming. Formals. Getting sun. Making friends. Spending money.
Eating. Fox Day. TheC-Store. Baseball Caps. The Mill. Polo Oxfords. Sega.
Birkenstocks. Convertibles. Beer. Tapestries. Tennis. Down Under. Loafers.
Going to the beach. Fat Tuesday. Friends. Spring Break. Books. Studying
Overseas. Suntan Lotion. Halloween. Concerts. ID's. Term Papers. Harper's.
Parking tickets. Compact discs. Sunset Grill deliveries. Park Avenue
Campus Life@7
Events are an important part of life here at
Rollins College. They generate the spirit of the
entire Rollins community. From Convocation,
to the filming of the Seaquest episode, and to
many numerous other happenings, such as
Fox Day and several theater productions, the
students are always there to make the Rollins
campus come to life. No matter what the
event is, whether it's a sports event or a
celebrity visit, students make Rollins stick n!!Zv£
out. Does anyone remember the numerous
Dukakis
is given
an auto-
graphed
theater
visits of Fred Rogers or the Winter Park Art poster3 by the
students
Festival? These were a few of the events that of the
theater
depart-
brought vibrance to our beautiful campus. ment -
8©CAMPUS LIFE
A film crew
fromSeaquest
uses the Bush
auditorium as the
backdrop for a
key scene in an
episode that was
aired on Febru-
ary 26, 1995.
Residential
Life's own
Christine
Coons and
several local
neighborhood
Kids stop by
Pinehurst
during Rollins
annual Hallow-
een Howl.
CAMPUS LIFE@9
SGA
Presi-
dent
Mike
Porco
and
Ginger
Spears
are
happy
to
dedicate
the
Virginia
Nelson
Rose
Garden.
Students from
"Newswatch", a
winter term
course, visit
WFTV and met
local news
reporter Jane
Watrel during a
commercial
break.
10@CAMPUS LIFE
Guest gather for a
banquet that was
held for the dedica-
tion of the Mary
Jean Mitchell Plaza.
The Olin
Library's tower
serves as the
backdrop for the
Olive Garden's
new television
commercial.
Future leaders
of tomorrow
assemble on
the front steps
of the U.S.
Capitol at the
invitation of
Florida repre-
sentative Jim
Bacchus.
CAMPUS LIFE011
EMENT
The term college usually brings about
thoughts of higher education, learning and
parties. However, there is more to college life
than just studying and partying. One also en-
joys the down time to indugle in their own
personal leisure. Leisure at Rollins College
can be found in a varietry of ways both on and
off-campus, everything from shopping on Park
Avenue, rollerblading, catching some rays at
the pool, or just reading a good book on Mills ^em
9
.
selves
Lawn. Spending your time with friends at con-
thg
Ut
^J
Emily
and
Shan-
non
certs, at the beach, or at Disney World are
some all time favorites and students at Rollins enj°y
their
free
have only to choose what they want to do. time -
12@CAMPUS LIFE
CAMPUS LIFE@13
14@CAMPUS LIFE
MENTS
In 1995, Rollins ranked third among southern
regional universities according to the U.S. News
and World Report annual survey. An education is
one of the most prioritized ventures taken by
students here. Students are offered a plethora of
majors along with many academic options. Pro-
grams such as study abroad, the Honors Degree
program, and scientific community gave many
opportunites to enhance the academic achieve-
ment of students. While students at Rollins gained
Eileen an outstanding education and motivation to
Giarrusso
and
Elissa achieve, they also acquired a background neces-
Levin
cram
before sarv t0 meet tne many challenges they faced in a
their
5£f changing world.
CAMPUS LIFE@15
Here at Rollins, students are expected to live
up to certain expectations to maintain the
order on campus and promote the well being
of each student. To do so, administration has
provided a wonderful list of rules, which can be
Mckean
found on the last few pages of the R-times. It Room
007
seemed
is the duty of both the residential assistants to be
the
party
and campus safety officers to enforce these spot on
this late
mandates, providing protection for every stu-
clock-
wise.
dent on campus. Students who smoke in their ~^
ndy
r Oconnor,
Gill
rooms, use fake I.D.'s, or minors who are Gr^nd
-
bois,
Fred
caught drinking below the age of 21 can be Toetcher -
Tim
Hunt,
charged with violating a law and will be penal- Hank
Schwartz,
Eric
ized by all law enforcement agencies. Beck -
16@CAMPUS LIFE
CAMPUS LIFE@17

MON-
KEY
BUSI-
NESS!
Tom
Brown
was
unable
to find
the door
to
McKean.
Jennifer Thomp-
son and a member
of the Winter Park
Fire Department
observe a bonfire
at the Guy Fawkes
burning.
CAMPUS LIFE@19
ELEM
The Annie Russell Theatre began its 74th
season this year with The Mystery of Edwin
Drood based on a work by Charles Dickens,
which ran October 21-30. This production,
directed by Professor Joseph Nassif , took the
audience back to England in the late 1800s
and recreated the last years of the Victorian
era. This musical comedy, which won a Tony
on Broadway, was brought to life at the Annie
Russell by the acting troupe of Christopher
Fitzgerald, Kate Ogden, Jeff Dattilo and many
other talented young actors and actresses.
Unlike other plays, this one had the audience
vote on different aspects of the plot.
The
cast of
The
Mystery
of
Edwin
Drood
(L to R):
Paul
Castig-
lione,
Kim
Adams,
Bill
Klear,
Megan
Morrison,
Ryan
Hull,
Kirsten
Hauser.
20@CAMPUS LIFE
Our Town's
Kimberly
Adams and
Wendy
Speake in
an emotional
embrace.
Preparing for
another perfor-
mance of The
Mystery of
Edwin Drood
(front to back):
Meredith
Inglesby, Shawn
St. John, Jeff
Datillo.
Ryan Hull as
Mr. Nick
Cricker a.k.a.
Durdles in The
Mystery of
Edwin Drood.
CAMPUS LIFE@21
ELEME
Nightlife is an integral part of a student's life at
Rollins. How can anyone forget the weekly
Wednesday nights at The Mill with disco tunes
and lava lamps? What about Fat Tuesday and
the night of the "over eighteen"? Students
were also seen going to Pleasure Island,
among other places, such as Church Street
Station. Thursday nights are still popular atthe Jamje
Jennings
Fourth Fighter, with 50 cent drafts, but the AmeHa
Fowle
Seaside Grill has lost it's popularity as well as
jj
other at
it's name, now the Village Bistro. Although a £
h
|
party,
changes have occured, nightlife is still an while
David
Martino
important part of the Rollins community tradi- tries t0
steal the
spot-
tion. light.
22@CAMPUS LIFE
Lounge Lizards live at Harpers.
Strange but true! (L to R): Jason
Lemansky, Bo Wulbern, Mike
Mullin, and Chrissy Krapf.
Tomasa Thompkins, Rachel
Jones, Sally Fleischmann and
Keri Sengbush enjoy the lime-
light at Fat Tuesday.
Bill Green
and Jacob
Voight
smile,
while Jake
looks for
something
in Bill's
pocket.
Michael
Kelley
and
Sharon
Stokely
chat up
a storm
at the
Down
Under.
CAMPUS LIFE®23
Melissa
"Missy"
Gavin and
Scott "L.T."
Gould
hang out
at a party
as L.T.
dreams of
playing for
the Lady
Tars.
Beppy Landrum
shrieks at the
sight of a camera
while Brenden
McGill goes face
to face with a
campus safety
officer.
Kim
Stowers,
lara Peng,
Sarah du
Pont, and
Nellie
Ghadar
enjoy a girls
night out.
Jan-
Michael
Silbaugh
gives the
camera a
1 90 octane
face at Fat
Tuesday.
24@CAMPUS LIFE
pChris
Smilari
and
Jennifer
Maloney
live life
to its
fullest at
Fourth
Fighter.
CAMPUS LIFEQ25

ELEMEN
Rollins students traveled the world over this
year. With J-term classes set in such exotic
locations as Africa, Costa Rica, Hawaii, and
> I
Costa
Rica is
known
for it's
beautiful
sunsets
among
other
things
accord-
ing to
the
winter
term
class
that
studied
there.
Europe, students were able to learn about the
individual culture and heritage of their destina-
tions. J-term was not the only time students
left Rollins to venture out into the great un-
known. Several organized Spring Break trips
also occurred this year. Many students jour-
neyed out on their own to popular sites such
as the Bahamas, Puerto Rico, Daytona
Beach, and the Florida Keys. Travel is defi-
nitely on many people's minds. The only
question left is "Where do I go now?"
CAMPUS L!FE®27
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The J-
term
philoso-
phy
class
with
Prof.
Edge
got to
enjoy
sunsets
like this
in Bali.
The J-term
music
class with
Dr. Leroy
got to view
the beauty
of the
Swiss
Alps.
CAMPUS LIFE ©29
Timmy
Kerhig
muscles
the ball
over the
net.
30@CAMPUS LIFE
ELEMENT
Rollins students enjoy the great outdoors.
They can always be seen on Mills Lawn play-
ing frisbee, soccer, lacrosse, catch, and vari-
ous other sporting activities. Many times stu-
dents can be seen sunbathing and studying.
The pool is also a popular spot for "studying"
different subjects and catching some rays.
Others spend time at the Fieldhouse playing
basketball, using exercise equipment, or at-
tending aerobics classes. The Wellness Out-
I Jeanette
| ^
h"e
reach sponsored many of the events held in
kicks a
soccer
ball
across
Mills
the Fieldhouse. Participating in leisure sports
Lawn allows students to become physically fit while
1
,
during a
I friendly
I game. having fun.
CAMPUS LIFE@31

IVIEN
of sports
The Mental Game. Ball. Determination. Racket. Attitude. Club. The feeling of
accomplishment. NCAA. Fans. Enyart Alumni Field House. Skis. Sunshine Sate
Conference. Enthusiasm. The National Title. Hitting. Pushing. Blood, Sweat,
and Tears. Effort. Strength. Winning. Intensity. Survival. Running. Practice.
Grace. Fouls. Home runs. School spirit. Tars. Slam dunks. Tournaments.
Professionalism. Sandspur Field. Goals. The joy of victory. ..The agony of defeat.
On the bench. Free throws. Coaches. Practice drills. Teams. Cleats. Uniforms.
Energy. Courage. Alfond Stadium. Tiedtke Tennis Courts
Sports©33
Mike Deaver attemts to
push the ball up the field.
Front row (L to R): Jim Alverson, Sam Farmer, Jeff Attia, Tim Kehrig,
Tim Waisanen, Tony Lawlor, Alan Lockrem, Tyson LeMonte. Middle
Row: Simon Wiseman, Hamilton Krans, David Hughes, Ajit
Korgaokor, Kenny Bonnett, Mike Nelson, Steve Bence, Mike Peed.
Back row: Head Coach Keith Buckley, Asst. Coach Ray Colado,
Guy Eldredge, John Smith, Charlie Hutcherson, Kurt Wells, Neil
Cohen, Dean Serletic, Ted Holt, Mike Deaver, Brett Marlowe, Asst.
Coach Chuck Gallager.
The excitement begins for.
M N S S GG R
The Men's soccer team
continued the sucess they
had the previous yearwith
such popular lead players
as Mike Nelson, Tony
Lawlor, Kenny Bonnett,
Sam Farmer, and Tim
Kehrig. Most home games
brought huge, record
breaking attendances, and
with the apparent euphoria
over the 1994 World Cup
games that were held in
Orlando and other U.S.
I
thought
we
played
well as
a team.
It came
down to
a few
key
games,
but we
just
didn't
have
what it
took.
We'll be
ready
for next
year. -
Mike
Deaver
cities overthe summer, the
team kept the excitement
of "soccermania" alive for
the entire Rollins
community. Soccer
spectators were not
shouting "goal" as many
heard during the World
Cup games, but instead
they were shouting "Go
Tars"! With the help of
coach Keith Buckley, the
men will hopefully continue
their past successes.
34@SPORTS

MNSSO CER
Simon Wiseman maneuvers the
ball down the Sandspur field.
This is a gymnastics class in the Lyman gymnasium in 1892 . This gym burnt down
and the college built the present Rose Skillman Hall or better known as "Beans".

Front Row (L to R): Kristen Guarisco, Jen McBrair, Ellen Dittmer,
Monica Hunsader, Amy Eisinger, Amy Percy, Molly O'Connor, Jen
Gaines. Back Row: Kelly Rhodes, Becky Dixon, AlisonMichaux,
Pam Pushkin, Amy Sabatino, Jen Nawadi, Coach Israel Ramos,
Lynsey Tucker, Lauren Shrensky, Asst. Coach Earl.
The time has come for...
W MEN'S SOCCER
The women's soccer club
brought record breaking
numbers of fans to the
Sandspur Field. Some
believe it's the influence of
the World Cup games
being hosted here in
Orlando, but it has more to
do with the sheer talent of
the players. The high
attendance at the women's
soccergames reflected an
increasing school spirit
here at Rollins. Underthe
Although
it might
not look
as if we
had a
complete
winning
season,
the
team
was a
great
group
of
dedicated
girls. -
Pam
Pushkin
eye of Head Coach Israel
Ramos the women had
victories against such
schools as Flagler. The
girls were devoted to
improving their game with
every new match this year.
Next year, Molly O'Connor,
Monica Hunsader, Alison
Michaux and, Jen McBrair
will be missed. However,
there is still plenty of talent
left for a successful season
next year.
Molly O'Connor skillfully
maneuvers past an
opponent.
38@SPORTS

Chris Smilari prepares
to return the ball.
(L to R): Liz Folger, Giancarla Floridia, Jody Pelfrey, MiMi Tran,
Michelle Schiaffo, Leah Martin, Jennifer Maloney, Kendall Goodier,
Jamie Jennings, Daniela Brenha, Chris Smilari, Carrie Jetchick.
-^^k. fe\ N^^B Milk w i^LA
filsT
m , »•*"""
ftou can never get
enough of...
W M N s
The Lady Tars had a
successful season this
yearwitha21-15record. It
was the 12th time in 13
seasons that the team has
won 20 matches. A
newcomer to the team was
Head Coach Sandy Carter
who led the ladies to victory
against such schools as
Ferris State, Jacksonville
State, and Florida Tech.
Junior middle blocker
Daniela Brenha was
40@SPORTS
We
had a
new
coach
this
year
and
we
impro-
ved a
lot.
I'm
opti-
mistic
for
next
year.
Daniela
Brenha
named to the Second
Team AII-SSC team, while
Christine Smilari and
Jennifer Maloney
established new single
season records. Kendall
Goodier and Carrie
Jetchick were also top
players. The only player
ending her career for the
Tars this year is Senior
Elizabeth Folger, a back
row specialist.

V LL YB LL
The girls pile up for a
picture on thierSt. Louis
trip.
Carrie Jetchick, MiMi
Tran, Kendall Goodier,
Jennifer Maloney have
a spirit huddle before
their game starts.
DID jft KNOW
_ ^^^^^
r, » ^jag®
Rollins had a football team until the 1 949-1 950 season. This is a picture of the team
in 1906. Notice the horsedrawn carriage in the background.
mmmm m
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Jennifer Gosett
aims high for L.T.
Front Row (L to R): Tami Newcomb, Ashley Felton, Missy Gavin,
Jennifer Gossett, Dawn Henderson, Katie Robinson, Tiki Fiol,
Andrea Fawcett. Back Row: Asst. Coach Eddie Cole, Manager
Scott Gould, Kelly Klesius, Tara Cantrell, Manoli Garcia, Dory
Schofield, Sara Barrett, Jennifer Crawford, Lisl von Steinbergs,
Elizabeth Bartels, Student Asst. Coach Chris Sheehan, Head
Coach Glenn Wilkes, Jr.
The adrenaline is
pumping for...
OME S B S ETBA L
The fabulous Lady Tars had
a very successful season
this year. With returning
players such as Dawn
Henderson, Jennifer
Gossett, Missy Gavin and
newcomers Tara Cantrell,
Lisl von Steinbergs, and
Manoli Garcia, the Lady Tars
played one of their most
successful seasons ever.
With the assistance of
coaches Glen Wilkes, Jr.
and Eddie Cole the Lady
44@SPORTS
L.T.
really
motivates
the
team!
His
positive
attitude
and his
willing-
ness to
let us
win one
on one
games
boosts
our
confid-
ence to
another
level. --
Ashley
Felton &
Katie
Robinson
Tars broke into the top
twenty women's rankings
for the NCAA Division II
teams for the first time ever.
The ladies were managed
by Scott "L.T." Gould who
lent the team some extra
support on the way. The
women's team traveled to
many other Floridian
schools, such as Barry and
Tampa, during the season
and always attracted huge
crowds at home games.

WOM N S B S ETB L JBISH L
1 1
A
Some of the Lady Tars cheer on
their fellow players from the
sidelines.
Dory Schofield
prepares herself
for a free throw.
A* *

Trevis Certo shoots
and scores.
Front Row (L to R): Brian Travis, Brad Ash, Matt Certo, David
Martino, Mike Holmes, Scott Walbridge, Chris Guokas, Ray Carter.
Back Row: Asst. Coach Kyle Frakes, Head Coach Tom Klusman,
Jarvone Dolby, Daniel Parke, Frode Loftesnes, Greg Sager, Chris
Munchel, Trevis Certo, Asst. Coach Chip Morris, Manager Luis
Hernandez.
Everyone totfes.
The men's basketball
team, under the guidance
of Tom Klusman, Kyle
Frakes, and Chip Morris,
began a fresh season with
several freshmen
newcomers such as David
Martino, Matt Certo, and
Javone Dolby. The team
also had returning strong
men Mike Holmes, Daniel
Parke, and Greg Sager.
The Tars welcomed UCF
transfer Ray Carter as they
opened the season with

MNSRASKEBftL
Trevis Certo is in the triple threat
position against Florida Southern.
Trevis Certo and Matt Certo get
off the bench to cheer on their
teammates.
Prior to 1 957, the area we now know as the Sandspur field was a park on the corner
of Park and Fairbanks Avenues.
50@SPORTS
The team gets in a
huddle before a packed
house at the Enyart-
Alumni Fieldhouse.
#54 Frode Loftesnes
watches the play up
court.
Coaches Tom Klusman and
Matt Long smile as they run
across Mills Lawn.
Front Row (L to R): Trisha Sweeney, Kim Thoman, Garnet Navratil,
Michelle Esfahani, Diane Erbe, Heather Garrett, Christa Wrenn,
Lee West. Back Row (L to R): Head Coach Tom Klusman, Mike
Cooper, Andy De Mil, Andrew Spencer, Jeremy Lanier, Dave
Stegmiller, Matt Williams, Assistant Coach Matt Long.
The crou/d ufafts far...
C S CO N RY
The Rollins cross country
team once again brought
pride and prestige to the
school' sathletic
department. The season
though short, was one that
introduced many new
faces and brought back
several returning runners.
Newcomers such as Lee
West, Michelle Esfahani
and Andy De Mil ran
alongside veterans Matt
Williams, Christa Wrenn,
52@SPORTS
This year
saw some
great
improve-
ments forboth
individuals
and the
team.
Hopefully
these
improve-
ments will
carryover
into next
year and
t h e
season
will be
even
better. --Matt
Williams
and Heather Garrett brought
greater recognition to this
developing team sport.
Coaches Tom Klusman and
Matt Long led the team to
participate in various
competitions throughout the
state. Several members of the
team such as Lee West, Matt
Williams, and Karl Lewis were
recognized by the Sunshine
State Conference for their
achievements on and off the
track.
MA AM.M% %
Happy, Happy, Joy, Joy! The
team coaches get a screaming
welcome.
In the tradition of
"Chariots of Fire, "the
team makes it to the
finish line with awe.
Matt May and Rob Piziali
perform a jump off the ski
ramp on Lake Virginia.
Front Row (L to R): Doug Richards, Jill Jones, Kristen Carpenter,
Dana Preble, Allie Scott, Farrah Dawson, Rhoni Barton, Don
Golden. Back Row (L to R): Matt May , Gary Bosses, Aaron
Schwartz, Chris Barrett, Head Coach Marc Bedsole, Michael Dewar,
Tom Cavanaugh, John Meis, Rob Piziali.
There is afu/ays time fi
WTRS
The waterski team began
a n ew year with new
talent and a lot of energy.
The team welcomed world
champion skier Rhoni
Barton to their team as
they tried to recapture
anotherNCAA
championship. The team
kept the waters of lake
Virginia in full motion as
they practiced until they
reached perfection.
Returnees John Meis,
The
best
thing
about
our
team is
the fun
we have
at tour-
naments
and just
hanging
out
together
on and
off Lake
Virginia.
-Dana
Preble
Kristen Carpenter, and Matt
May brought excitement and
enthusiasm as they
performed for visiting parents
during Family Weekend. This
world class team which is
one of the best teams in the
country is under the
leadership of coach Marc
Bedsole who's determination
to broaden the team's
horizons seems to be working
as the Tars ski, ski, and ski to
success.
54®SPORTS
Rhoni Barton goes head
over heels at an
invitational competition.
John Meis goes into
full action on Lake
Virginia.
Chris Barrett enjoys practice,
while having fun at the same
time.
Tom Cavanaugh does
one of his daredevil
stunts. More over Evel
Keneival!
SPORTS@55
Laureline Orsetti
takes a break from
swimming.
Front Row (L to R): Ellen Dittmer, Monica Hunsader, Laureline
Orsetti, Jen Lassoff, Brandy DeMil, Lori Thompson, Kristen Berquist,
Brooke Rodgers, Jill Jones, Jennifer Thompson. Back Row (L to
R): Head Coach Rich Morris, Ramsey Small, Chris Waterman,
Pawel Nowicki, Andy DeMil, Jon Burritica, Derek Boom, Pace
Halter, Josh Heald.
mm t m m V* .
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Everyone Get Set for
s I Ml G
The swim team's luck
continued this year.
Officially a varsity sport
next year, the team began
continued to compete
against such schools as
Tampa and UCF.Theteam
which includes such
favorites as Bahamian
sisters Lori and Jennifer
Thompson, Laureline
Orsetti, and Pace Halter
brought crowds to the
Alfond Pool to see them
56©SPORTS
What we
have
s tarted
here at
Rollins in
the last
four
years is a
swim
team of
consistant
develop-
ment that
will
continue,
t o
advance
forever. -
Derek
Boorn
in competition. Among
those leaving the team this
year include Seniors
Ramsey Small and Derek
Boorn. The final swimming
competition which took
place during Family
Weekend, did not bring the
team top honors, however
with further practice and
determination, it seems
that next year will be even
more awesome for this
developing sport.
Are we ready or
what?
Jennifer Thompson lends
Brooke Rodgers, Jill Jones, and
Ellen Ditmer, some support
during a competition.
m w*ihm u ,,
Several members
get a head start at a
competition.
Mr hi
Front Row (L to R): Alyson Vallante, Jennifer Mowbray, Stacy
Moss, Elizabeth Kessler. Back Row (L to R): Head Coach Beverly
Buckley, Nancy Stegmiller, Christie LeMieux, Vibecke Bu, Judy
Hu, Marka Matthews.
Stacy Moss smiles as she
becomes the last NCAA
singles champion in history
due to recent reforms.
jfpu cannot sertfe it
up tike...
W MNS I
The Rollins Women's
Tennis Team has had
another successful
season. They have
been ranked number
two in the country and
Stacy Moss is
awarded with the title
of number one in the
country in that division.
Coach Bev Buckley
says that, "This is the
best team
With
players
such
as
Vibecke
Bu,
Judy
Hu,
and
Stacy
Moss,
we are
sure to
go to
nation-
als. ~
The
Team
that I've coached in my
nine years here at
Rollins and I'm looking
forward to going to the
nationals. They have
the potential to go all the
way to win the
tournament." The team
won the Florida
Intercollegiates in Fall of
1994 and beat the
University of North
Florida in another
match.
58©SPORTS

Jim Powers is
always active on the
court.
Front Row (L to R): JimPowers, Ognen Nikolovski, Joshua Roth, Joshua
Manring, Jon Goldfarb. Back Row (L to R): Assistant Coach Matt Peterson,
Loren Kahle, Chad Turner, Edwin Hendriksen, Gordon Uehling.
There is alidads
excitement for...
ENS I N IS
The men's tennis team
continued to play with /
energy and determination rKxies^ Y
feel
this year. With the leadership fm-s
of coaches Jim Poling and year's
Matt Peterson, the Tars tried team
to repeat the magic that ,s
ready
brought them third place fQ
honors in the NCAA Division move
II National Championships, to the
The teams top players which next
level.
include Ogi Nikolovski,
__j-im
Edwin Hendriksen, Jim Poling
Powers, and Jon Goldfarb
60@SPORTS
and newcomers Josh Roth
and Josh Manring gave the
men a 1994-95 NCAA/ITA
Pre-season ranking of #1
in Division II. The Men who
challenge such schools as
Tampa, Florida Tech, and
Flagler will try to capture
another NCAA Division II
championship in May.
Though the team will lose
three seniors this year,
nothing can stop this team
from reaching their best.

Front Row (L to R): Frank DiGiovanni, Chad Stone, Marc Pellicciotta, Pete
Jeopardi, John Heller, Eric Warswick, Steve Ulicny, Jason Ziebarth, Rich
Ditore. Middle Row (L to R): Baseball Trainer Chuck Gallagher, Shawnee
McCawley, Matt Dzurec, Ryan Alkire, Justin Hesenius, Tom Peck, Joe larrobino,
Mario DiPasquale, Andrew Ritchie, John Hernandez, Jason Lunetta, Matt
Rupley. Back Row (L to R): Grad. Assistant Coach Jorge Perez, Assistant
Coach Ed Norton, Dan Williams, Pat Kennedy, Gregg Smyth, Matt Raymond,
Neil Forsythe, Glenn Kowalski, Rob Stanton, Sean Connolly, Tim Clayton,
Head Coachm Bob Rikeman, Assistant Coach Al losue.
Ryan Alkire gets ready to put the
ball into the Holler Chervolet
parking lot.
Alfond Stadium comes
to life for...
ASE A L
1995 marks a new year for
theTars astheytrytoacheive
the success they had last
year. Having been ranked
#1 in NCAA Divsion II last
year, the Tars are placed #3
this season. With new head
coach Bob Rikeman on hand
to assist them , the Tars have
brought back such top
players as Joe larrobino,
Ryan Alkire, John
Hernandez, and Gregg
Smyth to action. The men
Great
players
and
great
plays
w i n
games..
Great
teams
w i n
champ-
ionships
•-Jason
Ziebarth
have challenged such
teams as Purdue and the
University ofPennsylvania
and have come a long way.
The team, who began the
season in February, has
what it takes to become
successful. The new
players, such as Rob
Stanton, Rich DiTore, and
transferShawnee
McCawley, will put all their
energy in the team. Play
ball!
Gregg Smyth throws
another strike against
Warner Southern.
Joe larrobino prepares to steal
second base against University
of Central Florida.
Jason Lunetta, third
basemen, gets a
grounder from the
plate.
Bob Rikeman, Head
Coach, and his "First
Class".
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Jenny Toilette
swingsherclubwith
all her strength.
Front Row (LtoR): Laura Pierson, Jenny Toilette, Amy Reynolds. Back
Row (L to R): Head Coach Iris Scneider, Lynsey Tucker, Cherie
Hansen, Natascha Hartmann, Shrutti Khanna, Melissa Lagod.
The anticipation
grouts for...
W M N' GOL
The women's golf team
began a new year with a
new attitude towards this
sport. The team's coach Iris
Schneider guided the Lady
Tars into new directions this
year. Newcomer Shrutti
Khanna who hails from New
Delhi, India joined the team
after winning several Asian
championships during the
past two years. Others who
joined the team included
Amy Reynolds, and Lynsey
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We
comp-
eted in
mostly
Division
I tourn-
aments
and
saw
another
success-
ful
season.
-
-Coach
Iris
Schneider
Tucker came aboard as
they tried to achieved the
success they had last year.
Veterans Cherie Hansen,
Melissa Lagod, and Jenny
Toilette returned to
compete against such
schools as the University
of Georgia and Florida
State University for the top
honors in the NCAA. The
team has what it takes to
make them champions.

Front Row (L to R): Ken Foraste, Carter Lamberson, Chris
Shields, Mike Stancheck, Dan Hall, Adam Chilvers, Kelly
Robinson, Christian Demers. Back Row (L to R) : Craig Matheson,
James Fletcher, David Herzog, Arjun Atwal, Gary Stewart, Dan
O' Callaghan, Travis Dickson, Head Coach Kyle Frakes.
Raise your clubs for...
ME S G If
The men's golf team tried to Wehave schools as Columbus3 proven
repeat the success they had we can College and Embry-Riddle.
last year by adding new p^
at Many new team members
faces and going through national such as Arjun Atwal, Chris
extensive practice. The Tars leve! Shields, and Christian
again,
who won third place in last and this Demers joined the team this
year's NCAA Division II yea
,
r yearin what looks like another
we ve
championships, wanted to got the successful season. The team
erase the six strokes that b
^
st
willgoforthetopthisyearand
costed them from winning to win a with a little strength and
the competition. Head coach natlonal determination the team will
champ-
Kyle Frakes led the men in ionship shine even brighter next year.
preparing for stiff f'"£f Fore!r r 3 1970. --
competition against such Kyle
Frakes.
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The team rows to
victory.
Spectators gather for...
s c EW
The women's crew team
had a successful year,even
though the team is quite
young. The varsity 8 beat
the University of Central
Florida in the Metro Cup on
March 18th. The novice 4
won the Presidents' Cup in
Tampa. "This years novice
class is providing a lot of
young and positive
leadership that is helping
the program this year and
seems to have a bright
70OSPORTS
Rowing is
a sport
where a
team has
to work
together
mentally
as well as
physically.
In 1994
we placed
fifth at
Nationals
and are
going for
the gold
in '95.
-Jocelyn
Hamilton
future, "says Head Coach
Ashley Tarr. The team which
includes such rowers as Julia
Jerome, Jocelyn Hamilton,
and Briana Solomon and
several newcomers helped
the Varsity win the
prestigious "Head of the
Chattahoochee" competition
this fall. With a lot of practice
and a lot of maturity for this
developing sport, the women
are determined to row for the
gold.
The coxan steadies
the boat next to the
dock.
Getting the boat
prepared for the
regatta.
The team poses in front
of the U.T. Bradley
Boathouse.
Julia Jerome, Deanna Ward, Cathy
Smith, Dana Kobosky, Amanda
Buttinger, and coach Ashley Tarr
smile after winning the President's
Cup Championship.
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The team has an early morning
stretch before their long run.
Front Row (L to R): Seana Staley, Holli Harben. Middle Row (L
to R): Andy O'Connor, Christian Poleshek, Dan Kempinger, Ed
Melendez, Jarett Reiger. Back Row ( L to R): Head Coach Dave
Neal, Rob Frase, Shawn Pistor, Andy McGinnis, Bob Orshak,
Seth Charde, Alex Lowe, Ryan Santurri,Alan Hancock,Assistant
Coach Steve.
There is nothing like..
MIS RW
The men's crew had yet
another banner year. The
team had strong veteran
leadership from Seana
Staley, coxan, and Shawn
Pistor, captain. "Their
leadership has helped guide
this years young team in the
right direction," David Neal,
Head Coach. He went on
the say, " The young team
this year rose to the occasion
as seen in the Varsity 8
(which has three freshman
72©SPORTS
"Those
who
stay will
be
champ-
ions, "
Alan
Hancock
(Located
on a
plaque
in the
Bradley
and three sophomores)." The
Novice 4 won the Presidents'
Cup in Tampa and the Varsity
8 won at the Augusta
Invitational in Augusta,
Georgia. The team also won
the the Bradley Cup located
on Lake Maitiland for the third
straight year. The team looks
forward to another successful
season next year.
•v *fft
Bob Orshak, Ryan Santurri, Holli
Harben, Dan Kempinger, and Seth
Charde celebrate a recent victory.
The team prepares
to dock the boat
Seana Staley takes a dip
in a lake. No she's not
skinny dipping!
The team rows amidst the
beauty of Tampa's
landscape.
I
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David Thomas and
Kristen Berg pull back
against the wind.
Front Row (L to R): David Thomas, Mike Isaac, Kiomie Johansen,
Greg Johnson, Kristen Berg, Mike March. Back Row (L to R): Julie
Godwin, Priscilla Cummins, Head Coach Rich Morris, Yvette
Missry.
Full Speed Ahead for...
AIL KG
The varsity sailing team saw
the 1994-1995 season as
one of its best ever.
Competing in several
regattas throughout the
country, the team strived to
achieved top honors. Head
Coach Rich Morris along
with team captain Kiomie
Johansen led the team
during the year in preparing
them for the tough
competitions that lay ahead.
Julie Godwin, Mike March,
Every
problem in
Life can be
solved
with a little
salt water.
Tears.
Sweat. In
the Ocean.
-Unknown
Add a little
wind,
some
serious
competition,
and you
have the
varsity
sailing
team.--
Kiomie
Johansen
and Priscilla Cummins also
supplied the team extra
support that it needed to
succeed. The team whom
practices on Lake Virginia
almost every afternoon has
seen that practice helps
them acheived top honors
at several competitions.
The placid waters of Lake
Virginia will be disturbed
as the team prepares to
sail into a bright future.
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ELEMENTS
of academics
Olin Library. Biology. Papers. Orlando Hall. Sociology. Books. Essays.
Devotion. Cornell Social Science Hall. Midterms. Politics. Knowledge. Bush
Science Center. Analysis. Labs. Education. Tests. Computers. Art. Hauck
Hall. Finals. History. Pens. Pencils. Philosophy. Speeches. Johnson Center.
Mathematics. Keene Hall. Dedication. Economics. Late Nights. Midterm
Reports. Environmental Studies. The Registrar. Music. The Writing Center.
Religion. Beal Maltbie Hall. Physics. International Relations. Academic
Resource Center. Anthropology. Cramming. Study Breaks. Chemistry. Grades..
Student Peter Pappas looks
at the camera before col-
lecting an unknown chemi-
cal substance.
Pedro Bernal (Chair)
Erich Blossey
Beverly Bridge (Lab Manager)
Larry Eng-Wilmot
Brie McDougall (Administ. Asst.)
Brian Ramsey
CHEMISTRY
The chemistry department began a program
this summer that involved working on re-
search projects being conducted by chemis-
try Professors Erich Blossey and Pedro
Bernal. The department hopes to continue
the program and expand it. The Professors
hope to have chemistry majors participate in
the program each summer and also in the
winter term research class each year. This
would facilitate research for their Senior
research project needed to graduate in the
major. The summer program lasts ten
weeks in which participating students must
make at least two presentations outlining
their research progress during pizza lun-
cheons. All of the students that participated
in the program this year agreed that chemis-
try is much more fun and exciting in the lab
than in the classroom.
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Professor David Richard explains the bio-
logical processes of a plant to a student in
his General Biology class.
("Department
Stephen Klemann (Chair)
Persus Coleman
Eileen Gregory
Gail Jones (Administrative Assistant)
David Richard
Ana Rodriquez (Lab Manager)
Edward Scheer
Judy Schmalstig
James Small
dl important tool in teaching is interjecting
ppropriate audio-visual aids into classes,
'rofessor Edward Sheer prepares a movie
)r his Geosphere class.
BIOLOGY
The biology department focuses on a
broadly based and balanced program incor-
porating field, laboratory, and classroom
experience. With classes starting with
general biology and progressing into the
realms of genetics and molecular biology,
the department is increasingly offering a
wider variety of lower and upper level
courses. The biology department sponsored
a winter term abroad course to Hawaii this
January. It's purpose: to study and experi-
ment with local coral reefs surrounding the
Big Island of Hawaii. Ongoing reseach in
biological sciences is always occurring
throughout the department. Whether it be
by the undergraduate students, or by the
faculty, the biology department is on the
cutting edge of scientific research.
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Professor Gregory Alman takes a break
from his hectic schedule of classes and
individual research.
Robert Carson (chair)
Gregory Alman
Donald Griffin
The physics department has been striving to excel in
conducting individual research, as well as teaching
classes. The department offers courses in the
evolution of the stars and solar system, lasers,
optics, electro-magnetic theory, quantum physics,
and quantum mechanics. There are research oppor-
tunities in such areas as miocroelectronics and
microcomputers, holography, and computational
physics. Professor Donald Griffin coordinates a
program that allows physics students to spend a fall
semester researching nuclear fusion at Oak Ridge
National Labortories in Tennessee. Another pro-
gram which is unique to the physics department is
the 3-2 Pre-Engineering Program. Students attend
Rollins for three years and then transfer to an engi-
neering school to complete a B.S. in engineering.
Dr. Greg Alman ultilizes the newly renovated laser
lab in research on quantum optics and laser phys-
ics. This department allows students a great
amount of opportunites for future development.
PHYSICS
Caught between classes, Professor Dona?
Griffin finds time to catch up on some lor,
needed computer work.
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in
i
I Anderson is glad to be back in his office
I'ice returning from Canada on sabatical
live.
Integrating computers with mathematical mod-
els has been an achievement made by the
math department this year.
CDepartment
David Kurtz(Chair)
Mark Anderson
Julie Carrington
Gloria Child
James Child
Gene Hidalgo (Admin. Assist.)
Larry Holt
Junryo Miyashita
Richard Vitray
The mathematical sciences department offers stu-
dents a broad foundation in theoretical and applied
mathematics. Professors in this department are all
active at work on ventures such as sabbatical, indi-
vidual research, and a new Quantative Learning
Project. While on sabatical during Fall semester, Dr.
Anderson studied graph theory in Ottowa, Canada.
Working with mathematician Bruce Richter, they
ventured to graph the linkage of networks. Gloria
Childs, while on sabatical during Spring semester,
worked on the Quantative Learning Project integrating
disciplines such as Mathematics and Physics. A new
class added to the Mathematics curriculum entitled
Mathematical Modeling emphasized the creation of
mathematical models to represent real-world situa-
tions. Along with the introduction of his new class, Dr.
Vitray had two essays published in the "American
Mathematical Society." The department gives stu-
dents an in-depth understanding of mathematics
allowing for graduate studies and related fields.
MATHEMATICS
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Professor Barry Allen and environmental
studies major Matt Parks brave the waters
of Costa Rica over J-term.
Barry Allen (Chair)
Joseph Siry
ChaMene SollOWay (Admin. Assist.)
Robert Stephenson
ENVIRONMENT
The environmental studies department,
though limited in faculty, is very strong.
Divided into three tracks: science, culture,
and policy, the department provides the
opportunity for a well-rounded approach to
understanding and facing environmental
problems. Professor Barry Allen headed a
winter term course in Costa Rica, and has
recently teamed up with other professors
from the Colleges of the South to participate
in a semester long study abroad program fro
environmental studies in Costa Rica starting
in the spring of 1996. Senior environmental
sudies majors have spent time researching
and surveying options for transforming old,
abandoned railroads into productive walking
trails as part of the statewide Rails to Trails
project. The department is also currently
assisting a planning firm in the development
of a city-wide bike path.
Although on sabatical, Professor Bruct
Stephenson can be often seen working a
his desk.
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Professor Eric Schutz works
dillengently at his desk.
n^cparirmcnt
EriC SchutZ (Chair)
Wayne Hales
Harry Kyparios
Sharon Miller (Admin. Assist.)
Charles Rock
A. Chris Skelley
Robert Steen
Kenna Taylor, Jr.
rofessor Kenna Taylor tries to find his
esk amidst all the clutter.
ECONOMICS
Professor Charles Rock has been with the
economics department since 1984. He
teaches courses including labor economics,
comparative economics, the history of
economic thought, and economic democ-
racy. Rock is currently trying to develop a
new course dealing with non-profit econom-
ics. For the last three and a half years
Professor Rock has been working on a
project dealing with Bulgaria. This project
has been funded by The Academy of Sci-
ences of Bulgaria
,
Rollins College, and The
National Science Foundation . Rock has
researched areas including democratic
business, financial institutions, and Eastern
Europe (especially Bulgaria). He will run the
Budapest Study Abroad Program for the Fall
of 1995. On top of these accomplishments,
Professor Rock has written eight commis-
sioned papers in the past school year.
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Standing: Luis Valdes, Richard
Foglesong, Joan Davison. Seated:
Thomas Lairson, Donald Davison.
Donald Davison (Chair)
Joan Davison
Lydia Dunkle(Admin. Assist.)
Richard Foglesong
Laura Greyson
Thomas Lairson
Luis Valdes
Richard Foglesong has been with the politics depart-
ment since 1984. A specialist in urban politics,
Foglesong is the author of Planning the Capitalist
City , a history of American urban planning. His most
recent book, The Politics of Economic Adjustment
,
was published in 1989. He is currently writing a
book on Walt Disney World and Orlando. In addition
to his many publications, Professor Foglesong is
active in his profession and the community. He is
the founding chairman of County Watch, a bipartisan
group promoting open and accountable government
in Orange County. He is an editorial board member
of the Journal of Planning Education & Research
and a referee for Urban Affairs Quarterly
.
Foglesong
is the past president of the Florida Political Science
Organization, a former member of the Maitland
Planning and Zoning Commission, and a member of
the 1988 Orange County Redistricting Advisory
Committee. To top his accomplishments, Dr.
Foglesong is a regular panelist on "Opinion Street",
a public affairs program on WFME-TV channel 24.
POLITICS
Professor Richard Foglesong dis
cusses politics, in his "Sunbelt Polities'
class.
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Professor Mary Butler writes on the
blackboard during her one of her his-
tory classes.
Students in a history class frantically
ake notes.
Barry Levis (Chair)
Mary Butler
Lydia Dunkle(Administ. Assist.)
Jack Lane
Gary Williams
Mary Butler is a newcomer to the history department
this year. Before she came to Rollins, she taught at
several other schools including University of Maine
and Colgate University. This year Professor Butler
has taught courses about Latin America including
Women in Latin American History and History of Latin
America I and II. Butler has received an Organization
of American States Fellowship and a National Endow-
ment for the Humanities Fellowship. She has also
reviewed several books this year. Professor Butler
wrote a book this year about Jamaica and Barbados
entitled The Economics of Emancipation . The book
shows the history of the planters and the business
elite during the She will attend the Latin American
Studies Association conference at the beginning of
the 1995-96 school year. Butler's goals for the up-
coming year are to start a Latin American film festival.
HISTORY
Academics©85
Elvis visits Professor
Robert Moore's class.
Cbepcirtment
Carol Lauer (chair)
Robert Moore
Pedro Pequeno-Rossie
Marilyn Stewart
Manuel Vargas-Payano
Helen Byrd (Administrative Assistant)
ANTHROPOLOG
The Anthropology department allows stu-
dents to learn more about cultures and past
civilizations. Many students who are en-
rolled in this program learn about many of
the world's cultures, linguistics, and about
the primary aspects of archaeology.
Courses such as "Human Evolution" and
"Foundations of Archaeology," allows de-
partment majors to learn all about the earli-
est human primates and how to rediscover
the past by using archaeological methods.
Recently, Professor Marilyn Stewart orga-
nized an excavation at the Orange County
Historical Museum for her "Foundations of
Archaeology" class. This allowed her stu-
dents to get first hand field experience in
how to conduct an archaelogical survey.
Anthropology is "all about human behavior". Professor Marilyn Stewart leads her "Foun-
dations of Archaeology" class through an
excavation at the Orange County Historical
Museum.
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Workstudy student Margieric Rivera works
at the LACA office in hope that Pedro will
sing a Spanish love song for her.
Cbcpcirtmcnt
Pedro PequenO-ROSSie (Coordinator)
Gay Biery-Hamilton
William Gallo
Luis Valdes
Manuel Vargas-Payano
Mimi Fernandez (Secretary)
LACA
Pedro Pequeno-Rossie explores the rich
legacy of the Mayas in Merida, Mexico.
The Latin American and Caribbean Affairs
department is one of the most prestigious
programs dealing with Latin America in the
southeastern United States.The department
which deals with Latin American and Carib-
bean history, politics, society, arts, and
resources has attracted many students who
want to enrich themselves with knowledge
concerning this important region. As Latin
America becomes more important politically,
economically, and environmentally , the
LACA department prepares students for
careers involving this part of our hemi-
sphere. LACA has also sponsored its annual
spring semester at the University of the
Yucatan in Merida, Mexico. For the past
decade, this program along with others in
Jamaica, Brazil, Guatemala, Honduras and
Belize has always attracted many students
each year.
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Students are directed during rehearsals for
a play by a member of the theater depart-
ment.
Joseph Nassif (Chair)
Mary Allen (Executive Assistant)
Mary Amlund
Scott LaFeber
Star Mahaffey (Secretary)
Steve Neilson
Charles Rodgers
ChriS RlinnellS (Technical Assistant)
Melissa Shafer
Robert Sherry
Theater has been an important part of the
school's community ever since its founding.
The theater department has allowed future
actors and actresses to improve their thes-
pian skills and to prepare them for the fasci-
nating field of professional acting in their
futures. With annual productions directed by
several professors within the department, the
department is always in action. Several
productions such as "The Mystery of Edwin
Drood," and "Our Town," were brought to life
by the department. The department which
produces these plays for the entire Rollins
community presents each play as authentic
as possible, from costumes to stage scenery.
With such famous alumni as Anthony
Perkins, Buddy Ebsen, and Dana Ivey the
theater department strives to produce the
best in every field of the theater.
EAIER
Joseph Nassif and some of his department
staff pose for a photograph at the Annie
Russel Theater's Green Room.
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Several music majors play the violins at the
dedication of the Virginia Nelson Rose Gar-
den.
("Department
John Sinclair (Chair)
Charles Callahan (Chapel Music)
William Gallo
Joyce Kanavel (Administ. Assistant)
Susan Lackman
Edmund LeRoy
Brent Runnels
Susan Throm (Executive Assistant)
Professor Edmond LeRoy looks over the
work of a dilligent music student after a voice
class.
The Music department allows students who
are musically inclined to broaden their instru-
mental and vocal talents even more. The
department has held many events on campus
from band recitals, to jazz ensembles. One
such event, the annual Bach Festival brought
emerging musical artists to introduce the
public to their forms of music. Many music
majors have become involved in chapel choirs
and the Rollins camerata. Others have also
formed their own bands. During winter term,
Professor Edmund LeRoy and a group of
music loving students traveled to the great
music cities of Europe to listen to various
national orchestras play. These cities which
included Berlin, Prague, and Vienna brought
the students to the roots of classical music.The
students who traveled to each of these cities
via train also explored the new musical aware-
ness that is happening in former communist
nations such as Eastern Germany and the
Czech Republic. This trip was definately a
wonderful experience for all. As for everyday
life
,
the classrooms and halls of Keene Hall
are alive with "The sound of music".
MUSIC
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Professor Judy Luckett enjoys teaching stu-
dents about the beauty of the Spanish lan-
guage.
Nancy Decker (Chair)
Nadir Benouali (Language Lab Coordinator)
Alexander Boguslawski
Edward Borsoi
James Francis
Roy Kerr
Richard Lima
Judith Luckett
Ruth Mesavage
FOREIGN LANGUA
Dr. Decker has found a way to start children
early on to develop foreign languages.
Each Saturday morning on her free time Dr.
Decker holds the "Saturday German
School." The class teaches about eighteen
children between the ages of eight and
fifteen. It runs from nine to eleven o'clock,
during which time Dr. Decker uses televi-
sion shows, computer programs, and crafts
to immerse the students in the language
through different means. She also interacts
with the students in basic everyday lan-
guage and skills and she encourages them
to do the same. The children are eager to
answer questions and demonstrate what
they have learned. There are two Rollins
students that help out and Dr. Decker adds,
"It's my hope to get more Rollins students
involved because this presents them an
opportunity to use German outside of class."
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Twila Papay takes a break from her hectic
schedule to smile for our roving photogra-
pher.
Edward Cohen (Chair) Twila Papay
Barbara Carson
Lezlie Couch
Margaret Dunn
Alan Nordstrom
Maurice O'Sullivan
Philip Pastore
Walter Phelan
Thaddeus Seymour
Roy Starling
Jean West
ENGLISH
What would a Rollins student do without
English 1 01 ? That is one of the main
courses that are taught by the people in the
English department. From world literature to
personal writing, the department strives to
teach how to use and enjoy English in all of
its splendor. From the classes of Orlando
Hall, English majors and other students
have learned how to interpret the language
we use in everyday life. In addition of the
services provided by the Writing Center and
the Academic Resource Center, many
students have come to writing consultants in
revising their papers. Popular professors
such as Twila Papay, Alan Nordstrom and
Thaddeus Seymour have many great
memories for many, and for others it has
made them better writers and readers.
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The education department has it offices on
the second floor of the Cornell Social Sci-
ences Hall.
Cbeptirtmcnt
Nancy McAller (Fan chair)
Linda Deture (winter chair)
Karen Branen
Deloit Cotanche
Mary Grabach
Scott Hewit
Mary Robsman
Karen Branen also works as an art teacher at Ster-
ling Park Elementary School, where she has set up
a multicultural museum for the children. She has
gained recognition in Art Education magazine in the
July 1994 edition. The museum is filled with articles
from all over the world. She says that, "We started
this because we have a real diverse community and
so students will learn more about each other's cul-
ture. Branen's "diverse community" includes stu-
dents from as far away as Poland, India, Haiti, Iran,
Central and South America. She has gotten help
from some of her colleagues here at Rollins. She
notes that among others, Dr. McAller has found
items at a garage sale in Mexico, and some wooden
shoes. She notes that these items have given the
children a better idea of what to bring in for display..
She says, "The kids keep bringing in new things so
the museum is growing constantly." The whole
museum is going on CD Rom to make it more inter-
active within the classroom. Dr. Pequeno from the
anthropology department donated chac-mool from
Merida, Mexico and Dr. Cotanche gave petosky
stone from the lakes in Michigan, the only place that
stone is found. "The museum came together so
easily," she adds, "it was almost astounding. Every
one seemed to want to help in some way."
EDUCATION
Professor Karen Brannen enjoys working at
the education department.
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"Ironbound," by Federick Childe Hassam
was one of the fine paintings the Cornell Fine
Arts Museum exhibited.
American Impressionists at Giverny:
The Second Generation
ie painting "Portrait of Mary St. John
I Jtchinson," was one of the pieces of artwork
tat the Cornell Fine Arts Museum showed
( ring the "Bloomsbury Circle" exhibit's run in
ts spring.
Cbepcirtment
Ronald Larned (Chair)
Sandra Engert (Secretary)
Hallie Hallam
Robert Lemon
Tanya Softie
The art department has produced many great artists
from the classes at the Cornell Fine Arts Museum.
While the department only offers two fields of study
,
studio art and art history, it is still a very extensive
major. During J-Term this year, Professor Robert
Lemon led a study abroad trip to Italy for several
interested art students. The class traveled to such
great art cities as Venice, Florence, and Rome saw
the great works that were produced during the Italian
Renaissance. Such masterpieces such as the Sistine
Chapel and the works by Leonardo da Vinci and
Michelangelo were a sample of what they viewed.
Another professor, Tanya Softie, had an exhibition of
her personal artwork shown at the Cornell Fine Arts
Museum. Her work which was inspired by the war
ravaging her homeland of Bosnia-Herzegovina was
one of the most applauded ever held at the Cornell.
The art department also played host to an exhibition
of the artwork of Edvard Munch, Norway's greatest
artist, who is famous for his painting "The Scream".
Art is just not an hobby, its life.
ART
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Tom Cook enjoys
teaching logic review
to his students.
Cbepcirtment
Yudit Greenberg (Chair)
Thomas Cook
Daniel Denicola
Hoyt Edge
Doris Lynn
Margaret McLaren
Karl Peters
Arnold Wettstein
PHILOSOPHY/REUGI
The Philosophy/ Religion department has
many attracted many students to the
classes it offers each year. From "Introduc-
tion to Philosophy," to "Far East Religions,"
the department has provided majors inter-
esting classes which are fun and refreshing.
In January, Professor Yudit Greenberg and
a group of students went on a study abroad
trip to Israel, to explore that country's reli-
gious shrines and to witness the change the
country has gone through recently. Though
recent terroist bombings were a big fear, the
students felt at ease when visiting cities
such as Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, and the West
Bank. The trip prove to be enlightning for all,
and there are future plans to have another
trip in the near future. Thought is not an
option, it is a necessity in everday life, and
the department wants to make that clear in
its purpose.
Margaret McLaren, Trevor Clendenin, Yudil
Greenberg are just a few of the professors ir
the department.
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Tough situations rely on quick
thinking and cooperation, as
you can see here.
caders
Leslie Miller
Raymond Rogers
RAP
"eamwork is something RAP wants to incor-
>orate in every student.
The Rollins Advantage Program, otherwise
known as RAP, is new to Rollins College
this year. Headed by Leslie Miller and
assisted by Raymond Rogers, RAP takes
freshmen and sophomores under its wing
and prepares them with the necessary skills
for graduate school and the competitive
market beyond the realm of campus life.
Students are exposed to topics through
group activites that range from Rollins very
own professors, to pesentationns by Disney
University. Included tin the line-up of RAP
favorites were Phillip Crosby, owner of
Career IV, who spoke on the importance
otuality in work, Carol Saunders, of The
Orlando Sentinel
,
who spoke on diversity,
and CEL, a group of presenters made up of
UCF students, who spoke on issues related
to leadership. Originally, RAP had been
set up as a four year program, however, with
the success rate, it seem as though students
will be able to earn their certificate within two
years.
Academics@95

ELEMENTS
of classes
Diplomas. Friends. Farewells. Ward Hall. Freshman. McKean Hall. Parties.
Stress. Studying. Frisbee. Mills Lawn. Beer. Clubs. Holt Hall. Greeks. Beans.
Sophomores. Phone Calls. Bills. Mail. Credit Card Applications. Juniors. Finals.
SeniorWeek. Papers. Seniors. Majors. Minors. Job Applications. Relationships.
Dating. Bars. Professors. Midterms. Student Center. Orientation. Down Under.
Elizabeth Hall. Elections. Grade Point Average. School Spirit. Fox Day. Library.
Dean's Office. Student Hearing Board. Student Government Association.
Scolarships. Bookstore. Computers. Loans. Good Times. Graduation
Interlaken, NJ
Psychology
Hinsdale, IL
English
Houston, TX
English
98@Seniors
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\
Westport, MA
Sociology
Fernandina Beach, FL
English
7a/ay'r ^/vra/i
Plymouth, MA
English
Sarasota, FL
Biology
Suffield, CT
Economics
Me/
Framingham, MA
Politics
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Hollywood, FL
Sociology
Boca Raton, FL
Psychology
4
Longwood, FL
athematical Sciences/Economics
.yf/r./'
C
&'/%m-.,
Durham, NH
Economics
Winter Park, FL
International Relations
Salem, SC
Classical Studies
Tonbridge, England
English
Freehold, NJ
Economics
fade 3fe 3?ue
Sarasota, FL
Economics
Seniors@101
wm
102®Seniors
Melbourne Beach, FL
English
Baltimore, MD
Psychology
Kissimmee, FL
Biology
Salem, MA
Sociology
Bradenton, FL
Sociology
Orlando, FL
English
Renfrew, PA
Mathematical Sciences
Cincinati, OH
English
Orlando, FL
Sociology
Seniors®1 03
Orlando, FL
Art History/Studio Art
Hong Kong
Environmental Studies
Titusville, FL
Mathematical Sciences/Sociology
Stony Point, NY
Spanish
Euclid, OH
Politics
London, England
Area Studies
^dar/cj &a£ac?/ics' III
Orlando, FL
Politics
Easton, CT
Sociology
Holly Hill, FL
English
104@Seniors
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I106@Seniors
Lexington, KY Wilmington, DE
Economics Economics
Albuquerque, NM Darien, CT
Elementary Education Psychology
Tampa, FL
Biology
Minnetonka, MN
English
Bernardston, MA
EnvironmentalStudies
^c&vas't/ yf/a/ifc II
Garden City, NY
Anthropology
Marlborough, CT
Sociology
Anchorage, AK
Politics
New Hope, PA
English
Kissimmee, FL
Biology
Sussex, NJ
Psychology
Winter Park, FL
English
^/f/'tjti/t hides'
Winter Park, FL
International Relations
Sanibel, FL
Politics
Sheffield, MA
Environmental Studies
Mt. Kisco, NY
Environmental Studies
West Falmouth, MA
English
York Harbor, ME
Environmental Studies
West Springfield, MA
Elementary Education
Rye, NY
Sociology
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Barrington Hills, IL
English
Pembroke Pines, FL
Sociology
Baltimore, MD
Elementary Education
(icdaefyfluM/i IV
Gulf Stream, FL
Politics
New Canaan, CT
English
Nagoya, Japan
Studio Art
Valrico, FL
Area Studies
Hollywood, FL
German
Houston, TX
Sociology
ri
Seniors©! 09
Orlando, FL
Studio Art
Eden Prarie, MN
Environmental Studies
Belle Glade, FL
Mathematical Sciences
110@Seniors
Alexandria, VA Longwood, FL Maitland, FL
Art History Environmental Studies Economics
Seniors@111
Shelter Island Heights, NY
Art History
Casselberry, FL
Economics
Penuelas, PR
Latin American Studies/Econorr
Pittsburgh, PA
Environmental Studies
Anderson, IN
Environmental Studies
Upper Montclair, NJ
Elementary Education
Atlanta, GA Orlando, FL Poway, CA
Economics Biology Politics
Seniors©"! 13

Seniors®"! 15
Edmond, OK
Foreign Languages
Providence, Rl
Economics
Orlando, FL
Biology/Environmental Studies
Evansville, IN
Politics
Metairie, LA
English
Miami, FL
Psychology
Senior Natalie Hicks and sophomore Kioshirah Johansen have a brie
discussion on recent events dealing with Cultural Action Committee groups
Nassau, Bahamas
Latin American Studies
New Canaan, CT
Environmental Studies
Coventry, Rl
Environmental Studies
VP
Birmingham, AL
Art History
Clermont, FL
International Relations
Louisville, KY
Psychology
Senior
Jennifer
Mock enjoys
stopping by
the salad bar
for a quick
bite to eat
whenever
she has a
break from
her consult-
ing duties at
the Writing
Center.
'SO,
Caryn Addabbo '96
Orlando, FL
Joyce Ahlering '98
Charlotte, NC
James Anderson '98
Winnetka, IL
Kenneth Anderson Jr. '98
Concord, MA
Brenda Barron '98
Orlando, FL
Elise Bartlett '98
Dorset, VT
Tara Bathgate '98
Osprey, FL
Sharon Beville '96
Temple Terrace, FL
Daniel Book '98
Naples, FL
Gary Bosses '97
Scarsdale, NY
Christopher Boudreau '98
Fairhope, AL
Jared Boyar '98
Glencoe, IL
Michael Boyd '97
Lake Mary, FL
Daniela Brenha '96
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Abigale Brown '96
Leesburg, FL
Allison Brown '98
Deer Park, NY
1 18@Underclasses
Melissa Bundy '97
Austell, GA
Albert Bunn '97
Orlando, FL
Leigh Carter '96
Miami, FL
Thomas Chilcoat '97
Baltimore, MD
Alicia Cline '96
Longwood, FL
Michael Cooper '98
Downingtown, PA
Carolina Corredor '98
San Jose, Costa Rica
Jennifer Crider '98
Bay Village, OH
Shiella Davis '96
Orlando, FL
Christian Demers '98
Wallingford, CT
Michael Dewar '98
Durban, South Africa
Vanessa Di Simone '98
Orlando, FL
Nancy Disher '96
Pensacola, FL
Paul Doherty '98
Longwood, FL
Jena Donofrio '97
Mt. Dora, FL
Paige Dreyfuss '97
Potomac, MD
Underclasses® 11
9
Men decide to kick a soccer ball
around half naked on Mills Lawn.
120@Underclasses
Underclasses@121
Jessica Early '98
Severna Park, MD
Krista Easom '98
Wellington, FL
Brooke Elvington '97
Columbia, PA
Nancy Engle '96
Orlando, FL
Kimberly Erickson '98
Altamonte Springs, FL
Michele Esfahani '98
Longwood, FL
Nancy Fazio '97
Sarasota, FL
Roberta Finkel '98
Boca Raton, FL
Vanessa Garay '97
San Miguel Allende, Mexico
Juan Garcia '97
Barcelona, Spain
Laura Gazzoli '97
Palm Coast, FL
Douglas Giles '98
St. Louis, MO
Lisa Goodwin '98
Chevy Chase, MD
Kimberly Graves '97
W. Suffield, CT
Abby Gresko '98
W. Palm Beach, FL
Shannon Gryn '98
Odessa, FL
122@Underclasses
fifth.
Daniel Hall '96
Ft. Wayne, IN
Kimberly Hanisak '98
Vero Beach, FL
Holly Harben '98
Winter Haven, FL
Luis Hernandez '97
Bronx, NY
Edward Holt '96
Birmingham, AL
Geoffrey Hoofnagle '98
Merritt Island, FL
Leta Hough '96
Wilmington, DE
Timothy Hunt '98
Summerland Key, FL
Michael Isaac '98
Carpinteria, CA
Julia Jerome '97
New York, NY
Jennifer Kamin '97
Miami, FL
John Kibbe '98
Marietta, GA
Candice Lancaster '98
Casselberry, FL
Jennifer Lassoff '97
W. Hartford, CT
Elissa Levin '97
Delray Beach, FL
Lara Lingberger '96
Maitland, FL
Underclasses@123
124©Underclasses i
Underclasses@125
Darla Lowery '97
Ft. Myers, FL
Vaishali Manek '98
Vero Beach, FL
Mike March '98
Palm City, FL
Caroline Martin '98
Bethel, CT
Amalee McCoy '98
Kissimmee, FL
Valerie Meis '98
Sussex, NJ
Ryan Metivier '98
Westbrook, ME
Nicole Metsisto '97
Scituate, MA
Janet Mitchell '98
Zephyrhills, FL
Dario Moore '96
Daytona Beach, FL
Amanda Morgan '98
Leawood, KS
Dan Mulligan '96
Mahopac, NY
Kelly Naylon '98
Hollywood, FL
Tracie New '98
Longwood, FL
Pawel Nowicki '97
Orlando, FL
Andrew O'Connor '98
New Canaan, CT
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Scott Park '98
Parkland, FL
Michelle Pellegrino '98
Riverside, CT
Maruja Perez '97
Orlando, FL
Felipe Pinzon '97
Miami, FL
Nicole Pollock '97
Longwood, FL
James Quinn '98
Greenwich, CT
Max Raivio '97
St. Croix, VI
Jarett Rieger '98
.
Apopka, FL
Amanda Riemer '98
Orlando, FL
Meredith Ring '98
Glen Ridge, NJ
James Ritman '98
Greenwich, CT
Emilia Rivera '98
Penuelas, PR
William Rockett '97
New York, NY
Marian Rogers '98
Venice, FL
Leslie Roth '98
Melbourne, FL
Mims Rouse '96
Apopka, FL
Underclasses@127
Lua Rudolph '97
Savannah, GA
Natasha Runkle '98
Tallahassee, FL
Duquessa Sampson '98
Apopka, FL
Serena Samsel '96
Rockledge, FL
Julie Sauers '96
St. Petersburg, FL
Ava Schurman '98
Ft. Myers, FL
Kristin Scott '98
Lake Mary, FL
Christopher Shields '98
Lee, MA
Jennifer Slotkin '97
McLean, VA
Kimberly Smith '98
Miami, FL
John Spencer '98
Lake Park, FL
Kimberly Stowers '98
Orlando, FL
Patrick Sullivan '98
Poughkeepsie, NY
Sarah Sutton '98
Memphis, TN
I
I
1
1
•
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Ashley Tenney '98
Stuart, FL
Lawrence Thomas Jr. '98
Houston, TX
Jeffrey Tuckis '98
Palm Harbor, FL
Patricia Turro '97
Palm Harbor, FL
Jonna Valentino '98
Harrison, NY
Robert Webster '96
Tavares, FL
Lee West '98
Memphis, TN
Matthew Williams '97
Orlando, FL
Patrick Willis '97
Longwood, FL
Bo Wulbern '97
Ocala, FL
Ann Young '98
Johnson City, TN
Miguel Zaldo '96
Miami, FL
Origin Zanders '97
Orlando, FL
Everything was a-okay
before Porcogate!
UnderclassesOl29
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ELEMENTS
Kappa Kappa Gamma. Rush. Alpha Tau Omega. Pledge Saturday. Kappa Delta.
Bids. Phi Delta Theta. Pins. Chi Omega. Formals. Tau Kappa Epsilon. Letters.
Non Compis Mentis. Banners. X-Club. Parties. Kappa Alpha Theta. Brother-
hood. Sigma Phi Epsilon. Sisterhood. Chi Psi. Fraternity. Phi Mu. Sorority.
Houses. Mascots. Intramurals. Inter Fraternity Council. Party Monitors. Rho Chi.
Chapters. Pledges. Actives. Dues. Initiation. Big Brothers, Big Sisters. Charity.
Greek Week. Crush parties. T-Shirts. Pan Hellenic. Traditions. Friendships.
Community Service. Officials. Composites. Nicknames. Leadership. Pride
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Kappa fllpha Jheta
MEMBERS: Jen McKay, Alexis Mead, Megan Miles, Margaret Redman, Courtney
Richardson, Melissa Richie, Tessa Rowan, Alison Saker, Sharon Shepherdson, Tara Stone,
Robin Sutliff, Lauri Childs, Kimberly Nix, Jenny Worth, Lindsay Remley, Eileen Faix, Catherine
Jennings, Dara Baur, Valerie Boucard, Cari Lewis, Shelly Boyer, Leslie Brown, M.C. Cruse,
Amy Eisinger, Jen Evans, Jen Finn, Jen Garcia, Elisa Hill, Jen Hinds, Kristy Karlovec, Anne
Kettle, Kristen Lettiere, Laurie Levy, Nicole Cirrito, Nicole Dose, Kelly Hicks, Karen Kaplan,
Cindy Karlovec, Heather Kaye, Christi Neuenschwander, Liz Ross, Alexis Savage, Shana
Spoak, Alyson Vallante, Mary Worthen.
PLEDGES: Lauren Strapp, Kirsten Kling, Tracy Carmany, Louise Hallam, Allison Stattner,
Anne O'Brien, Carmen Evans, Catherine Allibone, Corley Sadacca, Perrin Berkey, Hillary
Sheldon, Ashely Basthome, Amy Archaumbalp, Liz Lanning, Lizzy Evanoff, Josie Miles,
Serena Samandan, Sara Smith, Laura Greeneisen.
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Nicole Cirrito Nicole Dose,
Sharon Shepherdson, and Lind-
say Remley enjoy fall break on
Anna Maria Island.
Robin Sutliff, Elisa Hill, Alexis Sav- Nicole Dose, Lindsay Remley,
age, Jenny Worth, and Margaret Nicole Cirrito and Jen McKay
Redman ready for Rush. spend time together.
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Girls night out!
innni •
Kari Kaplan,
Lindsay Remely,
and Nancy Riviere
pose for a quick
shot during their
spring weekend.
Robin Sutliff, Jenny Worth, and
Kari Kaplan are too cool for
school.
Shanron Shepherdson and Jen
Finn give their opinions.
134@G reeks
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Jen "Get a clue" McKay: get a key, a holster for your cordless, a maid for the Theata kitchen, a diet that
includes food, and finally remember Trojans are NOT bio-degratable. Alexis "smoke enough" Mead: A
shade for your window, Billy this, Billy that, I'm a joker I'm a smoker... We hear there's not much width on "Holt"
Ave. Megan "self esteem" Miles: Divorce the dirty "Daddy", Is my forehead too big? Margaret "360 degree
reduction" Redman: Don't worry no one wants your boyfriend. Courtney "Meet a Theta" Richardson: A
bigger attitude and a smile. Melissa "Hell Girl" Richie: Some feminine clothes, a hair dryer, and a boyfriend.
Tessa "Vessa" Rowan: boogerpicker#4, dutch oven #2, learn your sisters names. Alison "CassytheDog"
Saker: A key for "Lance", a neck brace for posed pictures, an l-clue, and an assortment of chip clips. Sharon
"Daddy's Girl" Shepherdson: booger picker #5, a garbage disposal for your blanky, An "A" in Drinking 1 01
,
A boyfriend who drives the speed limit, Charge it, charge it, charge it. Sorry you lost your "Mark" but good luck
with "Steve Sanders". Tara "Don't you want me" Stone: A home to wreck and a real baseball hat. Robin
"Hermanson" Sutliff : Make up your mind, So glad to have you in the house, A one way ticket to Europe. Lauri
"Aussi" Childs: Itwas nice getting to know you, Bah bye. Kimberly Nix whatever. Jenny "Hi-high-higher"
Worth: A dust buster for the human rug, An invitation to the Indy 500, Its hairy at the top. Lindsay "Dutch
oven" Remley: A permanent cell at thirty -third street, booger picker #3, and your own car. Eileen "smileen"
Faix: An updated
tion, and a rat trap,
other" Jennings: A
band, and an "F" in
"Amex" Baur: my
all expense paid trip to
titude to deck the
hose" Boucard:
Barberallas forever.
Shelly "9021 0"
ya. . .Naked, Don't you
Florida no fault said
Brown: is something
M.C. "Turns Prep"
mean good "catch" or
Sandwich Artist"
to Chess King for your
too much time in the
wardrobe, a fashion cita-
Catherine "have an-
bed in Theta, a sweat
Drinking 101. Dara
other cars a porsche, an
the Bahamas, a bigger at-
"Halls". Valerie "nude
Freds gone, still a "V",
Cari Lewis: Sea ya.
Boyer: A little dip will do
have car insurance?
yes. Leslie "Bad Ass"
going on with the "Stack"?
Cruse: Good "Hatch", I
was it a steal? Amy "The
Eisinger: A gift certificate
taste in men. Don't spend
"Jon". Jen Evans: A par-
tridge in a pear tree. Jen "I'm not as innocent as I look" Finn: A lame ticket for you and your 1 9 year old
Dan, Best of luck with slick "Rick". Jen "Wanna be a Hell Girl" Garcia: You lost your grafix nature, but at
least you still have your "TARS" plate. Elisa "double Beemer" Hill: A gift certificate to K-Mart and Contempo,
a saw to cut off Brian's gold chains, and do you live in Theata. Jen "academic powerhouse" Hinds: Are you
collecting Social Security yet? How does your boyfiend like Rollins? Kristy "first date" Karlovec: Abigger
back seat in D.C., and no more sins with Quinn. Ann "kiss much" Kettle: Lessons in Risk Management,
Drinks with Jesse, and a walk with your St. "Bernard". Kristen "The Mill" Lettiere: A bigger straw for your
camels back, and a minute maid. Laurie "Lt. Mouth" Levy: It's a sorority, not a gang, Remy. . .get over it.
Special Thanks To: Campus safety for all the tickets, Robert Hartley, the Purple saxophone, Winter Park
Police, Kappa Delta for the Alumni House, Ray, Career Services thanks for the appointments. Facilities
Management, Thanks for the good looking garden crew. Auturo, Douglas, Gladys, and Edwin. Big Nance,
Theta loves you. And especially, Ira, V-Lips, and the rest, thanks for the laughs. Best Damn Pledge Class!!!
Love the Seniors: Schwa, Dick Nose, Cirrito, Savage, Hoppa, Summers Eve Hicks, Shaddy Shana, A.V.
Mllison Carrante, Rossy, Kari, and Cindy Long Live Us!!!
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Vhi Delta Jheta
q>AO
Members and Pledges: Patrick Sullivan, Todd Cavaluzzi, Nishan Vartanian, James Quinn,
Doug Giles, Ryan Hada, Davis Thomas, Chris Uhler, Dan Book, Matt Friedman, Jim Alverson,
Jeff Bernard, James Doering, Gavin Borden, Jimm Rittman, Tim Chilcoat, Matt Levy, Jim Pow-
ers, Jamie Cohen, Glenn Johnson, Peter Cerrato, Chris Victory, Chris Dunn, Lorenzo
Borghese, Michael Mullin, Bo Wulbern, John Stack, Chip Kibort, Peter Rosato.
136@Greeks
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enuor s
GAVIN: Cat Scan, tan, A new puppet, money clip, a ham, scholarship to the school of coordination, ham. JAY:
Room key to Brooks Bishop's house with a two year lease and diploma, audition for Baywatch, set of
Encyclopedia's with the real truth, real cooking talent, happy marriage with Nancy and others. MATT: Weights,
a bid to Sig-Ep, master key to Phi Mu, life supply of golden seal, cookbook, Black-N-Decker poo detector, your
own girlfriend, a truthful scorecard. ROSATO: Brain, a pulse, Rogaine, Nair, a heterosexual roommate, case
of O'Doules, bottles,
Shelly, Maria, oh you'll
Tolerance, clean drinking ^
Michael poster, De-
pocket mirror, guest ap-
Inc. TOM: a rattle, box of
jar of pennies, hand full of
Good luck with Jenny,
figure it out. DUNN:
record, George
pends, date with Corky,
pearance on Models
Pampers, wad of cash,
nickels, roll of dimes
and a checkbook. BO: One way ticket to New England, jar of vaseline, subscription to Swank, hair cut, personal
hygiene lessons, an American flag, pro-tour with Motorcross. STACK: a blow-up doll, a date with Catie
Wiwobrenner, six inches, direct line for domino's, gut be gone, buns of steel video, access to Bo's vaseline
jar and mags. CHIP: Key to Amber's heart, 1 toes, Stan Humphrie's undees, portable breathalizers, Toys "R"
Us shopping spree, a bib, a friend who does not resemble Tattoo. PAT: A chisel to shrink your ego, passing
skills, the ability to talk about someone besides yourself, Toys "R" Us shopping spree with Chip, monogomous
relationship, a sign that spells T-E-A-M-W-O-R-K.
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Kappa Kappa Qamma
Members: Kristen Bergquist, Kristen Berg, Kim Ketchow, Eli Kessler, Holly Bassett, Kym
Lafferty, Sarah Tallman, Sonie Rao, Bridget Hallman, Courtney Thompson, Delara Kheradi,
Lindsay Winick, Catie Winebrenner, Amber Parsell, Sara Lemuth, Paige Prentiss, Molly Hager,
Allie Scott, Gary McWhorter, Kim Stanbro, Sarah Cordi, Besty Angers, Louise Barroll, Vivian
Blanchard, Vibecke Bu, Alicia Bullen, Janey Burley, Shannon Burns, Karen Chapman, Jen
Duggan, Suzanne Faloni, Caroline Fentress, Kathryn Gilbert, Andrea Gregg, Jessica Jensen,
Anne Keeble, Krisi Krapf, Jen McBriar, Heather McConnell, Heidi Morten, Stacy Moss, Jen
Mowbray, Lacey O'Donnell, Katie Ottaviani, Hunter Payne, Daniella Restivo, Parrish Robe,
Mimi Tran, Laura Tucker, Sarah Wiley.
Pledges: Jessica Butzin, Farrah Dawson, Katherine DeGeurin, Keri Dubin, Barbara Dunn,
Roberta Finkel, Liza Glaize, Meredith Inglesby, Maria Kontoudakis, Sally Marcy, Michelle
Marino, Jessica Marulli, Julie Ream, Nicole Roessle, Jennifer Stever, Meg Thibodeau-
O'Grady, Julie Thomas, Pippa Till, Michelle Torlen, Susan Turner.
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Some of the pledges hang out
at a bonfire during Greek
Week.
Nancy Del Percio, Heather McConnell, Anne Keeble,
Sarah Wiley, Allie Scott, Jen Mowbray, Jen McBrair,
Suzanne Faloni, and Caroline Fentress pose for a
picture before going out for the evening.
Caroline Fentress,
Jen Mowbray,
Parrish Robe,
Sarah Wiley and
Nancy Del Percio
having fun together
in the woods.
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Karen Chapman, Anne Keeble, and Kym Lafferty
at the Kappa-Phi Delt Mock Halloween Party.
Seniors Hunter
Payne and Laura
Tucker capture
some of the good
times they have
had at Rollins.
Kappa's take a group photo at
their Fall Crush Party.
Kristen Bergquist and Kristen
Berg show their sisterhood at
their Winter Formal.
KKT
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Kristen Berquist: Now that you rule the Roost, maybe your love life will get a boost. Kristen Berg: After your
trip through El Salvador, you cut loose in Canada. Kim Ketchow: Take the blinders off. Eli: Hey wild thing
pass the conditioner. Holly Bassett: You weeded your way through junior year, but managed to find a little
time for Kohnke chowder. Kym Lafferty: Australian Lager in one hand, Boston Bitter in another. Is Binny still
sending flowers?? Sarah Tallman: The only girl to ever date a Kappa. Sonie Rao: Sweet and innocent, but
born and brewed in St. Louis?? Bridget Hallman: Have a Pepsi and smile. Courtney Thompson: You
sweated your way through Senior Year; Now relax and have a beer! Delora Kheradi: "Doug is sooo cute, you
go girl!" Lindsey Winnick: Did I look okay? CatieWinnebrenner: "Noofficerit'sonlycranberryjuice!". Amber
Parsed: You gave up the Miller and Shored your Ham's and Chips, but you never shared your Busch.Sara
Lemuth: Next year will you fall far from the Maple tree? Paige Prentiss: With rationed passion, it's time to let
go of the leash. Molly Hager: If X marks the spot, then Josh is off target. Allie Scott: Skiing your way through
Chi P s i . C a r y
hold the key, locked out
will be. Kim Stanbro:
fire, but who was that
couch? Betsy Angers:
next. Louise Barroll:
swappin', always drink
straws. VivianMission
Vibecke Bu: Is Chris a
Alicia Bullen: Strike a
it. Jeff Bernard: Did you
One year, one boy, no
non Burns: Australia
Chapmen: You seem to
flavor? Jen Duggan:
McWhorter: Paid to
of our rooms forever we
You put out the forest
smoldering on your
One serious love to the
Bar hoppin' and boy
your beer through
Blanchard: No Rock:
unaccomplished,
nutritional substitute?
pose, there's nothing to
do it? Janey Burley:
longer a Club toy. Shan-
Bound. Karen
savor the International
Queen of downtown.
Suzanne Faloni: What ever happened to tall, dark and handsome? Hunter Payne: A Hartford whaler, and
a southern Bell, a torn esophogus, what the hell? Kathryn Gilbert: What's eating Kathryn Gilbert? Andrea
Gregg: Koo Koo for Cocoa boy. Anne Keeble: Drinking and biking don't mix. Krisi Krapf: You always
embarassed us without any fears for you were always the one who hadn't had enough beers. Jen McBriar:
Get out from under the shady tree, although naked you might be, Chi Psi or KKG? Heather McConnell: '94
not a smooch-but you can go to Middlebury and scream if you want. Heidi Morton and Lacey O'Donnell: Have
another and keep in touch. Stacy Moss: See you in Wimbledon '96. Jen Mowbray: Kan you believe you
stayed with Barta for such an arm's length of time? Katie Ottaviani: Now that your over the "Bastard," and
you old enough to get plastered, your back with the Britt and have lovin' mastered. Daniella Restivo: You
finally hit a home run, D! Parrish Robe: Do you need Pampers for the king size cradle? Mimi Tran: when
enigma starts pumpin', some people start humpin' and bumpin'-What about Bob? Laura Tucker: Wonder
Woman and Spiderman? Sara Wiley: Many have inquired, but none have inspired. Where will he be? Well
just wait and see. Nancy DelPercio: You left us early and forgot your PJ's. Melissa Morton: Do you know
how to Humm the Notre Dame theme song? Sara Cordi: You've gambled too long in Vegas. Bet on something
new. Caroline Fentress: Many a night you made your flight until you met Mr. Right. Jessica Jensen: Club
is the place which you used to roam, but ever since Matt you've learned to come home alone.
Pledges '95: Have a great 3 years. Time goes by faster than you think. Keep Kappa strong. We love you!
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MEMBERS and PLEDGES: Chris Allen, Todd Benderson, Xander Borsoi, Marc Consalo,
James Damm, John Dick, Trey Eckles, Tom Estabrook, Robert Fansler, Adam Gerry, Wells
Hawks, Patrick Head, David Herzog, Creighton Knight, Pete Kramer, Tyson Le Monte, Paul
Mascia, John Meis, Lance Miller, J. P. Mueller, Karl Mueller, Pete Nelson, Todd Norton, Mat-
thew Pfohl, Christian Poleshek, Mark Rowe, Tom Rubino, Doug Satzman, Alex Skodnik, John
Tucker, Trenton Ware, Ford Wilkinson.
144@Greeks
ELIZA
T
MORSE
rfALL Finally, we got a floor! Shelby Shaffer, Greg Selkoe,and Amye Smith pre-partying.
David Herzog, Doug Satzman,
Todd Norton, and Zane Fansler
proudly display their wine.
Cheers to four years of brother-
hood.
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Rubino: Year's supply of valium, a house close to campus, a nicotine patch, you'll always be a pledge To Us
Tommy. Adam: Bug Zappers for your Truck, Pair of Oakleys, Special comb for your bad hair, year's supply
of weight gainer. JP: Date with Boy George, lifetime subscription to Jetski magazine, scholarship Vidal
Sassoon Hair Institute, Testicles, Girl makes the first move, someone who cares what you think, A muzzle.
Wells: Bath, week at a nude beach, sobriety nail clippers, New suit for your next 7 SHB Trials, A few used
cigarette butts. Brian S.: A haircut, a branch or Two in your family Tree, a real car, starring role in Dances
with Wolves II. Tyson: One way Ticket To Japan, a clue, a backbone, a roommate for next year. Chris A.:
A can of Spam + a new hat, a pledge as cocky as you, I'd like a food item please. Christian: STILTS, a rollins
Hookup, a roommate as anal as you, a motor for your boat. Ryan: A real haircut, anew girlfriend-not a used
one, No more clint Eastwood music. Toli: Campus Safety roommate, Girlfriend with no arm, personal hygiene
products, A Torn ACL that actually hurts, A radio that works, sex without clothes on. Dick: First name should
be "small", Your personal experience with yum yum, Mario Lemeiux's jock strap, "But I Never Inhaled". Lance:
Assertiveness Training courses, a voice, Personality + a laugh, lose your body fat. Consalo: Tennis lessons,
lock on your vaccum, mean streak, A new Pillowcase + a memory of the formal. Head: Morals, A Tennis game
to match your atti-
roommate, a picture
Herzog: White
Arian Caddy, a night
John, John Daly sig-
Trenton: 5 minutes
ship in the Phi Delt
ity, T-whipped vaca-
Spare closet for
Classes That Start
shovel for B.S. Jim
man's voice, your
that believes your
you go #%@! your-
Bleach for the hair, a
the formal, more aim
Skodnik: A VCR,
soccer game to match your mouth, New rims for your CAR.
tude, your own formal date, a
of Dan Voccia over your bed.
picket fence, golf game, an
of bonding with Wells + Kim,
nature series condoms,
out of your room, member-
fan club, Ticket back to real-
tion from Emily. Helmut:
Priscilla, a Nintendo,
at Midnight, a healthy nostril,
D.: Bang, a bigger car, a
own sayings, a bartender
21 , "oh by the way, why don't
self." Meis: The evil twin,
night with Pat Head's date to
on your jumpshot.
Your own cattle ranch, a
Doug: Slimfast, Bagel, 24 hour all you can eat
restaurant, a girlfriend that can order at a restaurant, pledge class with really nice teeth, a lunar eclipse @ the
9th grade center. Norton: A superbowl ring, a rushing title, Rotney's telephone #, Hair transplant, A Girlfriend/
optimism/A Tunafish sandwich. Ford: A Job at a liquor store, moods that don't swing, another Filipino, more
"special friends". Tucker: A Key to the Kappa House, Our fearless leader. . .Hakuna Matata, Our little Johnny's
not a virgin anymore. ..Hoorah! I was a girl. Benderson: Gonzo's got nothing on you, Are you still a Rollins
Virgin after all These Years, a Football Team That Wins the Superbowl, A romantic weekend with JP + Brian
Hill. Zander: Directions to the TKE House, A Physical Attitude. Trey: We leave what you have given us...
Zane: A closet full of smut. ..whacker, a good penalty kick, Normal Date, will you ever lose your virginity?
Albright: Ticket to the Bon Jovi concert, Rollins Hookup, Pet Goldfish, an athletic bone in your body, video
"clean & sober". Mascia: Full Term in office, a suit that costs over $20. Your Royal Prickness, Jugs, $20 for
The Fire Inspector. Creighton: Your own Watergate, an administration that likes you, a date with Rush
Limbaugh, A Sex Drive. Squiggy: Stock in Oasis. ..you keep it in business, a new liver, money management
course, ethics, more lies about all the women you slept with. Harralson: Lifetime supply of Granola bars +
Birkenstocks, Go back to Rockytop, "I forget, who wonThe war?". Tatoo: diploma, Get Out of Jail Free Card,
your own cell on Bourbon Street, another computer giveaway sale.
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MEMBERS and PLEDGES: Jennifer Harris, Shelby Shaffer, Michelle Saulnier, Anne-Marie
Puig, Leigh Carter, Suzy Wong, Laureline Orsetti, Karen Schatz, Christine Ng-A-Fook,
Jeanette Cline, Sally Fleischmann, Ingrid Hamann, Laura Koo, Sybil McKinzy, Kim Hanisak,
Jorayn Lundy, Bethanie Shirk, Lynn Zimmerman, Lindsay Poulton, Colleen Fleharty, Gillian
Smith, Victoria Ellwood, Alyssa Hart, Beth Janke, Rebecca Hasara, Angela Suchich, Robin
Rose, Susan Ross, Caryn Addabbo, Jessica Smith, Laura Springer, Debra Springer, Rebecca
Hammock.
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Colleen Fleharty, Ingrid Hamann, and A picture was taken on Phi Mu
Sally Fleishman on pledge Saturday. Group T-shirt Day.
'1
Heather Bishop, Shelby
Schaffer, Lindsay Poulton, and
Jen Harris enjoy their fall formal
in style.
Greeks@149
Winter Formal brings all the girls Gillian Smith shows her Full-
together, bright smile.
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enuor
Pur Friendship
Ne have formed
i friendship
hat has become
nvaluable to me
Ne discuss our goals
md plan our future
Ne express our fears
ind talk about our dreams..
Ne can be very serious
>r we can just have fun
Ne understand each other's lives
ind try to encourage each other
n all that we do
Ne have formed
i friendship
hat makes our lives
>o much nicer
yQ'dls
Susan Polis Schutz
"o Our Pledges: Welcome new sisters.
Ve are looking forward to a bright future.
"o Our Senior Sisters: Celebrate, Spring Cleaning is over!
Out with the old and in with the new...
k special ToKEn of thanks goes to All Those who supported us in Our revolution.
A special no thanks to Grendall-DREAM ON BUDDY!
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Chi Vsi
MEMBERS and PLEDGES: Kenneth Anderson, James Anderson, Owen Barron, John Boxer,
Thomas Brown, Kevin Chambers, Tim Clayton, Neil Cohen, Richard Corbin, AJ Cotsalas,
Joseph D'Alton, Sasha Dulski, Nathan Eberle, Kenneth Foraste, Charles Freeman, Robert
Frost, Donald Golden, William Green, Daniel Hall, Christopher Johnson, Jon Kazanjian, Stig
Knutsen, Anthony Konkol, Adam Kutner, Frode Loftesenes, John Lynch, Craig Matheson,
Daniel O'Callaghan, Felipe Pinzon, Robert Piziali, Steven Pratt, Kelly Robinson, Richard
Rowan, Christopher Sameth, Christopher Shields, Jan-Michael Silbaugh, Jacob Voigt, Bolko
Von Schulenberg, Kurt Wells, James Wiberg.
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house.
Greeks@153
Owen Barron and Bill Green party it
up with Santa and Mrs. Claus.
154@G reeks
enuor Y?(ILs
Frost: We'll think of one next year. Spanky: 5 years, at least you got a house out of the deal. Sammy: Your
beemer is red. Daddy: You can get a good work out doing miles in your room. Big Neil: I'm not only a client,
I'm also president. Vinny: Get a louder stereo. Kurt: 4yearsand40pounds--STUDto DUD! Ken: Smoothy,
Stallions like you gotta run and run free, so no more palaminos to sit on your tree! Bill: From Sunjabba to Kaye
you've come a long way. Worf: "Don't you go dying on me." Wiberg: Dude Frost dude, thats not cool. Oak:
O'Caughan are you a Chi PsioraKappa? Keebler elves love thin Oaks! Rowan: Crash Test Dummy, Take
two aspirin and call me in the morning. Encino Man: Scary thought-You smell worse than you look! Kelly:
Oh God, Oh God, Oh God, Oh Yes, OOH Canada! Hall: Strike one, Strike two, bring anyone else and we'll
strike them too!!! A.J.: Felon, Drunk and Stupid is no way to go through life. Sex, Lies and Videotapes you
sick#@&!*. Bolko:
my rockin world go
Jewel", 50 bucks,
Charlie: Turn on
noise. Konkol:
blue, Hillary's the
Stash: Can I get
sandwich? Don
What are you all
do turbo, no ingles,
Felipe: Who
girlfriend's a PHI! Sasha
"Fat bottom girls you make
round." Boxer: "Johnny the
I'll go get her for two cases!
the hoover to drown out the
Roses are red, violets are
girl who has a cool hair doo.
mayo with that roast beef
Golden Pond: Nice tongue,
about? Who cares! Fro: We
The Norwegian Nightmare.
cares? WHY ASK WHY, my
Lion King", ALL-ORIENT, Your sister dated Ho Chi Mihn. Canuck: Can
Snufalufagus"Humm" the Canadian Anthem? Clayton: Weirdo. I am Cornholio, I need TP for my bungholio.
Jake: Finns to the left, Finns to the right, Finns on top are you alright? Kutner: HopalongGinsburg, The Jewish
Cowboy. Nightrider. Kansas: Niblin on sponge cakes, watching young boys bake, staring at Grady covered
in oil.
Pledges: Quack like a duck, and go to AA you bunch of beligerents.
Special Thanks: Jimmy, Fletch, Upstairs in Key West, Sig Ep, Evelyn, Gloria, Kappa, Theta, Chi-0 we support;
you.
Special No Thanks: Phi Delt, Party Monitors, and Beans Food!
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Kappa delta
MEMBERS and PLEDGES: Amy Robinson, Janet Mitchell, Duquessa Sampson,
Amy Drakesmith, Terri Felton, Amanda Morgan, Allison Brown, Wendy
Spano,Sarah Trono, Tara Bathgate, Michelle Esfahani, Jonna Valentino, Susan
Bailey, Kate Griffin, Heather Rocha, Amalee McCoy, Leah Martin, McLean Schaffer,
Erica Bader, Jolie Sester, Lucrecia Blair, Stephanie Cohen, Cristina Whitehouse,
Diane Bundschu, Jennifer Toilette, Holly Smith, Shannon Dunaway, Kara Kidman,
Kimberly Graves, Michele Schiaffo, Origin Zanders, Seana Staley, Maruja Perez,
Vanessa Garay, Nicole Metsisto, Jen Schaefer, Lisa Basurto, Laurie Beck, Paige
Dreyfuss, Garnet Navratil, Eileen Fernandez, Suzanne Lawe, Julia Jerome, Melli
Collada, Melissa Arnold.
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Lisa: I'm not drunk!" Laurie: A new car with a video camera to catch the villians who mess with your property.
An honorary police badge. A microphone. A good Bahamian Bag. A pack of condoms so you don't have to
ask anyone. Towel to keep the Tequila out of your eyes. Diane: "Nothing beats a great pair of legs." Another
pair of $80 sandals. Melissa: A pair of thigh highs. A credit card from the community thrift. Melli: "Are you
sisters?" Free food from Jin Ho Winta Pak. A man. ..you know who! Paige: Some peeps. Shannon: Deluxe
accomodations at W. P. hospital. Name tags for those confusing moments. Michelle F: "Kosher!" Anarchy
rules-give hell Beh. Vanessa: A bottle of Tequila. Burp! "Mmm tastes like chicken." A Bee Gees 8 track.
Vivarin forthe next party at Embry Riddle. Kim: "More Men for Me." A notebookforyour infamous lists. "Come
smoke with me?" Remeber: Locked in with Lockee. Julia: "Faaabulous." Southern championships.
"Hashawariara"-"ha". Kara: Shaper hairspray-extra large please! Leah: You've been "Robbed ". Nicole M:
MY printer. A cigarette. No more red polka dot dresses to formal. (ALS/ABS) Maru: "Hey, you want money
for that KD shirt?" S£j^£b^^^^^^H^^|iHfeiMllkJHI I McLean Breathing treat-
Here's to sisters, Here's to friends, Here's to you, Here's to me, Friends Forever, Forever Be.
To the pledge class of 1995: All our love and may Kappa Delta bring to you what it did to us. ..Good times,
Great friends.
••• Life is partly what we make it, and partly what is made by the friends whom we choose. ••• -T. Hsieh
Special thoughts to: XLR8, Student Activities Staff and Res. Life for all your help. Evelyn and Gladys, we'll
miss you. XOXO, Thanks. Physical Plant thanks for answering our daily requests. W.P. Fire Dept. -thanks
for the 4am wake up calls. Louis of the Tomokan-thanks for your patience;You're doing a wonderful job. Jody-
Jen B. leaves you her couch. Your loving neighbor leaves you free Cabbage Patch Dance lessons at Zumma
Beach. Jena you've been a great friend; I'll miss our midnight spy runs(L.B.). Olivia (Liver) and Gloria- Thanks
for always being here for us.
ment at an the right
doorknob. Michele S:
day nights. A good Ba-
melon. Holly: A pair of
with a cowboy, a hairy
one. ..Golf club silly. A
fish. Casey: "Mosey
Origin: A year's pass
"Yougogirl." Asnoring
New Jersey man.
Comment a tu trouve
Nikki W: Twenty
Cheese. Here's to
times. A condom for the
A new tank top for Thurs-
hamian Bag. Water-
cowboy boots, complete
one. Jenny: A long stiff
bottle of captains. Beta
on back this way partner."
to J.J.'s Male Review,
pillow. Eileen: Another
Heather G: "Bonjour".
les hommes en France?"
pounds. A box of Mac &
beer, Here's to men,
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MEMBERS: Doug Corrigan, Rick Sorenson, Mikell Thaxton, Matt Pistone, Ramsey Small,
Christian Foster, Pace Halter, Chad Yeager, Matt Fears, Ian Garlic, Doug Zabel, Derek Boom
Alex Collins, Eddie Maple, Michael Barta, Neil Kohnke, Matt Dzurec, Graham Wall, Lance
Cashion, Wes Sorenson, Ryan Miller, Greg Romagnoli, Josh Heald, Jason Gall, Guy
Elderedge, Josh Monson, J. P. Car, Sam Adams, Tim Graff, Chris Haak, Steffan Schier, Jared
Washkowitz, Dave Maclean, Kasra Medhat, Bill Fiordalis, Mike Davidson.
PLEDGES: Adam Steinbauer, Tim Hunt, Andy O'Conner, Gill Grandbois, Fred Toettcher,
Brendan O'Brian, John Baldwin, Jim Franzen, Matt Shreves, Carter Lamberson, Seth Charde,
Aaron Hank Schwartz, Jeremy Jewell, Peter Sheldon, Andrew Burns, Charlie Hutcherson,
Patrick Willis, Doug Richards, Justin Bowles.
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enuor s
Rick: Even with two yellow eyes you still can't see through a bubble bath, leather face and a gold-digger. The
best things in life are free. Floyd: Stoned, dirty and chest deep in a knee high wave is no way to go throughh
life. J. P. J.G., Just Pro, Just Perfect, Just Poobs, Jusy Peanut Butter, Just Pathetic. McLean: Giving the dog
next door an alley bone, more Power to you, leave some Sensor blades for Monson. Monson: Atlanta
Olympics '94 long distance champion, but came up short in the end. Ramsey: Rodge & Toonces hanging
in the alley wearing sweatsocks in the graveyard, listening to the tweety bird sing, but he can't hold back. Miller:
He went from eating Amber waves of grain to hiding Haplans behind the Poste. Heald: M.I.A. in the French
connection. Are you ever sober, stealth mission. Secret agent Man. Collins: Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde, it must
be the room. Jobe: Two Ta's and three 'hos, get a haircut, a dog and a clue. Nix the bitch and head West.
Thaxton: Shut the %#@! up. Maple: An elf, a drunk, and a ghost, so who's got the most gossip, who little
Napoleon? YOU. Barta: Of the hill people, Bartamaster, Mowb's better blues. Set the hook for Sam to 'bate.
Romagnolli: Shot
can take the kid out of Ft.
can't take the Daytona
collar, yuppie, Saab
You don't need a college
milk. Pistone: The only
Rollins, Rusty Silver
streets of the nice neigh-
sel: Biggest mooch in
What? Graff: Copper
sun in, go have a picnic
will let you. Neil: SOLID,
ass, but stop and enjoy
Run Forest Run. Can
pompoms. MikeD: Un-
Yelsew wannabe.
down by cap guns. You
Lauderdale, but you
out of the kid. Diz: White
story, Dexter's special,
education to deliver
gangster hippie at
Spoons, the mean
borhood. Hogger. Wea-
'da house, Schwaggs,
topp, Duracel boy, team
with Pace if your Mom
keep kicking Blue-TKE
the scenery. Zabel:
we barrow your
athletic, nice goutee,
Fierce: 100% St. Leo.
Not an ounce of Rollins. Raw Meat. Steffen: Stanley Snap-On, no I don't have a cigarette. Haak: Tree trunks,
sweet sixteen, Star Trek, lleogos, what about your girlfriend's sister. Lance: CB4, personality conflict, catch
a clue, your not from Texas, your not a cowboy, you don't know A.J. Kackett. Pace: Swimming is not the only
thing, but I guess you have nothing else. Ian: 15 minutes of fame. Chad: Furbacca, Hairy Pawn Shop Owner.
Wes: Gary Guido Wanna be. you're so cool in your BMW, too bad your girl likes Hatch-backs. Dallas: The
Real Robin, Mr. Straight Arrow, yeah you would like to be known as that. Foster: "I did'nt do it". . .Satan's
Alter Boy. Guy: Mr. Romeo, does Rimerezknowthe Payne you're suffering with Meg. Fresh: Nobody is better
than you. Strong Island. Much Respect. Sammy: We know what really happened with the Joker, Mr. Know
it all, Tool, Renegade and Jobe wanna be. Gall: Lacey your shoes before your final Fox Day. Remember
Drinking and Driving don't mix. A sunny place for a shady person.
To all the Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon, good luck next year and remember to always bleed Purple and Red.
M.I.A.
. . .Devine. . .Butera. . .Guido. . .Dandurand. . .Horn. . .?
Special Thanks to: us, The Sig Ep Seniors, you're welcome Rollins. . .and ladies.
Special No Thanks to: Eating disorders and Psycho Chicks. BlueTKE's: Lemansky, Mullin and Hermes. Oh,
by the way you got the biggest Clown Boy Pledge Class ever. We'll buy your charter for a souvenior.
Seniors '95- A Tradition You Can't Follow.
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Hon Compis Mentis
MEMBERS: Shelley Charron, Kristen Quinlan, Andrea Pelligrini, Julie Soule, Carter Gray,
Stacy Corley, Cathy Stauffer, Robyn Williams, Claire Commolly, April Hausfield, Desiree Mar-
tin, April Hausfield, Desiree Martin, Rachel Bracken, Heather Broman, Amanda Broman,
Amanda Anstine, Brooke Hammerling, Dee-Ann Whiting, Ellen McCoy, Jenn Stamm, Vanessa
Schreiber, Leta Hough, Heather Rudolph, Darla Lowery, Allie Mella, Heather Moore, Dee
Caliskan, Yvette Missri, Keena James.
NEW MEMBERS: Loryn Nash, Carrie Lewis, Caroline Hepfer, Lauren, MacDonald, Joleen
Nelson, Heather Hardwick, Elise Bartlett, Jaqueline Travis, Amy Beaumont, Kelly Rhodes,
Julie Lewis, Nellie Ghader, Candice Tisdale, Celine Goget, Carlynna Bonifiglio, Staci Birdsong
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Leta, Darla, and Aii
await rushees on their
final night.
Yvette Missri and Claire Melvin
ready for an evening of fun and
friendship at the Chi Psi house.
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Seniros Stacey Corley, Julie
Soule, and Cater Gray cel-
ebrate Bid Saturday.
April Hausfield, Amanda Anstine, Heather Rudolph, and Desiree Martin enhances her
Brooke Hammerling ready for their formal. figure.
INOIVI
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Senior yQiils
Amanda: Loves the 5-0s. Always has the last laugh. Is that a long haired man? Rachel: Talk to Ian Asbury
lately? Disco queen (a la Visage). Bad Diet Coke habit. Heather: Where's the ring? Claire: Triathlete.
Chicago man. Pledge Saturday hospitality. Stacy: TaeKwon Do lessons at Sevies. How 'bout some hair dye!
Always with a pack of problem solvers. NO BARKING. Woman--you got some balls of steel. Shelley: Half-
way-house. Orthodox house-manager. 1/2 of a Bonefish groupie. Carter: How'd you do it? Max. . .Ring
around the rosie, pocket full of. . .men. April: No fear. Leta: Are you deaf yet? Bob Marley lives on. . .on
case. Antonio. Con- fused by men. All you
need is a little hygiene! Want to walk in your footsteps but careful where you step. Kristen: Ciao Bella! Blow-
up Blockbuster. Also confused by men. Captains anyone? Butt still sore from Italia. Heather R: Chicken.
Other 1/2 of a Bonefish groupie. Ellen: Livin'the highlife. Grumpy. Have a couch and a smile. Jenn: Pokey.
Needs an older man. Theater rebel. Vanessa: I hate Rollins. . .let's party! BABY RUTH. Julie: Just a little
concerned about the end of the semester. Fisherman Nad. Love triangle. Robyn: A nut. Also suffers from
man confusion. Dee Ann: John Denver and a marriage license. Nightmare in Miami. 007. Yvette: Thanks
for the bunny. Keena: Miss Chatterbox. Wait. . .did you goto boarding school? Carrie: 8-ball queen. Rabbit
aroma. Queen mover O' the Ashcan.
GreeksOl67
fltpha Jau Omega
MEMBERS and PLEDGES: Brad Ash, Vincent Bagni,Andrew Bornhauser, Matthew Certo,
Trevis Certo, Christian Chang, Kevin Colbert, Frank Cuccaro, Travis Dickson, Mario
Dispasquale, Christopher Fitzgerald, Charles Goodrich, Christopher Goukas, Chip Haines,
Mark Hatch, Edwin Hendriksen, Edward Holt, Christopher kline, Glen Kowalski, Derek Landry,
Anthony Lawlor, Michae! McKee, Matthew McLean, Rod Melzer, Jason Mitchell, Jason
Muehlhauser, Christopher Munchel, John Nesbit, Ognen Nikolovski, Alan O'Neil, Matthew
parks, Scott Payne, Michael Peed, Gregory Sager, Joe Serna, David Shpiz, Gary Stewart,
Brian Travis, Scott Walbridge.
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I need some Jim
Mike McKee, Scott Payne,
Travis Dickson, Dave Shpiz,
Trevis Certo, Mac Bornhauser,
Chris Guokas, and Scott
Walbridge pose for a group shot
in Key West.
The Green Card
Club. . .Mike
Nelson and Tony
Lawlor bond the
English way at their
Fall Formal.
Tony Lawlor gives his rendition
of "All Hail the Queen" to Mike
Nelson, Mac Bornhauser, Mike
McKee and Eddie Hendriksen at
Fall Formal.
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Scott Payne and Chris
Guokas charm the camera.
Halloween Howl
just wouldn't be the
same without
ATO's Haunted
House. Travis
Dickson, Glen
Kowalski, Joe
Serna, Vinnie
Bagni, and Jason
Muelhauser get into
the spirit of the day.
Jk •" f
Proud ATO's assemble outside
the Student Center on Bid Day
with their Pledges.
Brain Travis "gets ruff and tuff
with his afro puff" with Kathryn
Gilbert at the ATO Morp Party.
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Senior YpilLs
We the Seniors of Alpha Tau Omega bequeath the following:
Brad Ash: A girl from Rollins, Nights on the Deck, Sportscenter, Lorena Bobbit, a stable bed, The Heavyweight
Belt Dude Bagni: Chuck Hogan, a piece of Candee, a Rap, a Glitch, a carton, they said they were 1 7, a Kissing
Booth, Backdoor's Alley, an ID, some crack Mac B: The Hemp Commandments, a gallon of milk, a
chiropractor, the patch, a sane girl, pigmentation Baby Certo: A hall Director, tolerance, The Gimp Award,
Space in the Shade, Gatorade Missy: The break up again award, Shaq's shoes, Key West G. C, Sixth Msn
of the Year, Better Music, a Physics Degree, a pair of Pants, a year in the Shade, sleeping habits Chang:
MORP, a dozen red roses, Pele's shoes, a bigger TV, Melzer's Car, a six foot Extension Colbert: a few inches,
a nipple Ring, stabitility, the drill sergeant award, Rehab Cuccaro: Met Rx, a couch, a mirror, cigarettes, a
collection agency Tommy: a baby pool, a crazy mentee, the Foxy Coxy, Scooter lessons, a SMALLari, a
warrant, miracle ear, a SMILEen Lemieux: SEGA, no cherry, the closet, new shades, a pool partner Fitz:
A WOODen Doll, A few inches, an Academy Award Buddha: a liver, a new hat, the Ab Isolator, Passes to
Dave Guok: The Good Drunk Award, Ovultine, BAJA's Buckets, the "Damn I'm Smooth" Award, Ferrets for
Love, Coordination Fruit: a rap, a wardrobe, a tolerance, a voice, a day of no tests Hatchie: 21 st Birthday
Marriage Counseling Community Service, a better best friend, the coalition, a luge, a bottle of Mad Dog, an
invitation to Strong Hall Vedda: du Pont Chemicals, Goldfarb's Future, mixed doubles Vibecke Bu Holt:
I Zeta, A HUNting
at Auburn Kline: More
bag, gut-be-gone Lungs
Brother Today" Award,
Dance, Ice-t's Greatest
Flea Spray, a new ad-
more homework, valium
I the "I have no rap, just
inches McGill: a good
I pus, bail, a bowling ball,
girlfriend McGlockee: a
State, Wiley Coyote, a
bucket, different music,
McLean: MIA Award, J-
Executive Key,
hats, Kelly Kaufusa
resumes, a new brew,
cheese and crackers, athletic ability Mitch: Twitch the paintball Award, Outback dinner, Intermurial Award,
ROC Showtime: a haircut, a shower, a girl, Marlboros, menge a trois Munch: a candy bar poster, a
Stadelman's Love, bankruptcy Nes: threesome at the Eiffel, a meal at Beans Ogi: a razor, A Green Card,
Gord's Future, Some more hair Brother "O": KAO, 20 pounds, a comb. "I got your back" Award, a stride Parks:
ATO Debt, the Mile High Club, a roomate, a bigger dog, brain mood, the "I'm not in Love" Award RAID, a
freshman addiction, Ovaltine, Clemson U. Little Kid Peed: a 4 year pass to Cross Hall, Border's nachos,
positive attitude Axl Rose: a bicycle, MD 20/20, a clue Sags: The Speilberg Award, a slam dunk, Steele,
Freshman girls, Bob Vila's Legs Award, a revote Shpiz: a two year Struggle, 20 questions Award, WE KNOW,
Off the books, hoofnagle Stewart: a drink, any girl, a swing, a stroke, handcuffs, 1 pounds, some more drinks
Travis: FATAL ATTRACTION, Ken and Barbie Award, Bookie Fees, the BS Award The Rookie: a broken
Yo-Yo, more attitude, a knuckle, a six foot blonde, Gatorade, AA.
Special No-Thanks: Holiday Inn La Concha, Phi Mu, The Mill, and TKE.
Special Thanks: I-4 Rest Stop, Hibiscus, W. P. Beer and Ice, Baja Beach Club, Jim Beam, Staci-Ann, Evelyn,
J. P. and Asher.
Renewed haircut, lota
cruSADER, Weekends
Guitars, Share's Body, a
Killa: The "I'm not a
Fashion Tips, Deion
Hits, PBACard Landry:
dress, a wedding band,
Lawlor: A Green Card,
an accent" Award, a few
lawyer, a room on cam-
Odor-Eaters, a hotter
spring shower, Ohio
house in Puerto Rico, a
scooter #67, a clue
Term Here, Sea Boots,
Emerson Melzer: Nore
Heineken Factory, our
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Chi Omega
MEMBERS: Megan Baldwin, Jennifer Bannon, Katia Billeci, Beth Bonargo, Jennifer Candee,
Kristen Carpenter, Melanie Chiles, Suzanne Coelingh, Elisha Contner, Jennifer Crawford,
Melissa Dent, Julie DePue, Molly DuPont, Giancarla Floridia, Elizabeth Folger, Eileen
Giarrusso, Kendall Goodier, Jennifer Gossett, Tory Hayes, Monica Hunsader, Jamie Jennings,
Marilou Loa, Valerie Laurence, Marni Lebowitz, Liz Lee, Allyson Lipman, Lynley Lovett,
Robbianne MacKin, Jennifer Maloney, Holly McCannon, Alison Michaux, Kim Millette, Tara
Moriarty, Carrie Oliver, Kim Oram-Smith, Cynthia Pascual, Karen Peed, Amy Percy, Bug
Poole, Dana Preble, Pam Pushkin, Liz Ramirez, Katie Rasmussen, Rachael Rudloff, Lisa
Scheid, Lauren Sikorski, Chris Smilari, Jennifer Smith, Tara Stadelmann, Anne Stone, Amy
Sussman, Nyree Tripptree, Erica Veit, DeAnne Wingate, Sophia Zetterlund, Jessica
Zimmerman PLEDGES: Darcy Bailey, Sara Barrett, Elizabeth Bartels, Rhoni Barton, Chris-
tina Ciriilo, Monica Cox, Jennifer Crider, Ellen Ditmer, Becky Dixon, Sarah DuPont, Jennifer
Gaines, Lisa Goodwin, Christine Liberato, Ashley Sterns, Kimberly Stowers, Sarah Sutton, Lee
West, Nikki White, Lesley Whitten, Elizabeth Yeager
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Lisa Goodwin and Ashley
Sterns share their relief at sur-
viving the Chi Psi party.
Pledges Darcy Bailey, Jen Gaines,
Christina Cirillo, Ellen Ditmer, Lesley
Whitten, Sarah DuPont, Kimberly
Stowers, and Lisa Goodwin at the
annual Swamp Party.
My*.
Melissa Dent, Lynley Lovett, Elicia Conter, Kim
Millette, Suzanne Coelingh, Karen Peed, Tara *
Stadelman, Liz Folger, and Monica Hunsader gr-'
pose for a senior picture.
Liz Ramirez,
^
Cynthia Pascual,
and Pam Pushkin
spend Fox Day at
the beach.
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Suzanne Coelingh, Lisa
Scheid, and Beth Bonargo
dress in style for their formal.
Liz Ramirez, Holly
McCannnon, Amy
Sussman, Allyson
Lipman, Pam
Pushkin, Bug
Poole, and Kim
Oram-Smith before
the Chi Psi / Chi
Omega 70's party.
Some Chi Omega's outside Marni Lebowitz and Cynthia
their house. Pascual at their Winter Formal.
—xe
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cnioT yQiils
Megan: Who spends more time in Bush, Todd or you? JennCandee: How far did you go to HAWK a ticket
to RJ? Liz Lee: Get off the porch and into a room! Robbi: 5 year plan and FINALLY the right man! Kim
M. Give up AT's for Fredrick's! TaraM. Keep on swimming and you'll be HEALD! Cynthia Have you driven
a FORD lately? Dana Can we PAIGE you about some stolen goods? Jen Smith MIA in ORLANDO Erica
Get off the stage and come back to Chi-0 again! Sophia Porco says you are the loudest Voices for Women!
Jessica Engaged to an Aussie, but cuddling with a midget Katie Porch Parties, Porch GUESTS, if Res. Life
only knew! Suzanne From lab to beer, you must live in goggles! Elisha (J>xE does he give you CHILLverS?
Amy S. Get the GALL to get rid of it, your FOX days are over! Dent After robbing the craddle, we have photos
of the baby SHOWER! Folger Did the Rookie pull your steing and did Thaxton make the top 20? Monica
Did you learn the zipper trick at the HOLT school? Julie WHOO? Lynley Did Taos fit the BILL? Ally M. Is
1 0:00 too early to scream on top of the boathouse? Karen If you don't get help at charter, get help somewhere!
Tara S. The ATQ BID
KNIGHT Anne Forget
Kim R. How 'bout that
missed you! Jen B. 2
bake, throw 'em out and
eyes! Crawford How
in the keys? Kendall
handjive on the bus ride
where did he get that
blow his Hootie? Jamie
Marilou Can Ben go w/
Keep saving the world!
Maloney Wasted
were pinned, did you
Percy R-KANSA, TB,
sent you out into the
the DELT, go Gainsville!
mural? Margey We
years for the cookies to
loose the puppy dog
did you hurt your knee,
Was he playing the
home? Gossett Dickie,
name? Tory Did you
Don't Ash in the HALL!
o sushi in the PC? Val
Marni ALL Star Bad Girl
Single! Carrie Afteryou
scream "Oh Baby'!
you're our Prez, get a
can cause real Payne!clue! Bug Big packages
Pam Do the love cuffs make Patrick jealous? Rachael We hear MILLER lite is stiffer than atom COLLINS!
Holly The grass is greener Senior year! Chris Do the zero alumni make the come fly? Shannon Stop
whining! What is your fetish with LT's stick? Leslie Did you give birth at subway? DeAnne No matter how
you change, nothing outlasts the entergizer! Melanie Wait for one to move out before the other moves in!
Allyson L. Did the wormy make Lou squirmy? KAOS Does TP really LA? Beth You were a legend when
you sucked the jello off his head! Kristen Afteryou said "Bye" to the Bl, was Nishan a good guy? Molly Do
you smell your hands when leaving the yellow house? Giancarla Out of 4, I'm sure 1 can get it uo! Eileen
When you're CHASED, PACE yourself Liz R. After the priest, are you a midnight Toker? Lisa Barbie does
Mexico! Lauren Are 2 better than 1 ? Nyree Pref nite puker Katia Chi Omega Classic in the PIT! JenW.
and Kara B. Thanks for nothing!
To the Pledge Class of 95
Drink a few beers
Forget the tears
Go thru every frat
Get a little fat
Scream Chi-0 loud
You'll always make us proud!
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X-Ctut
MEMBERS and PLEDGES: Kyle Barr, Chad Bundy, Joe Ciccarone, Trevor Clendenin, Chris-
topher Crowley, Ryan Fitzpatrick, Robert Gilmore, Andrew Godley, Stephen Haycock, Patrick
Higgins, Brett Kittle, Damien Kaalinagy, Hamilton Krans, Lawrence Rowland, Oliver Quinn,
Nick Sanzo, Guy Staniar, Edwin Stanton, Luke Taylor, Michael Todorovitch, William Vaughn,
Daniel Westmoreland, Daniel Zollenberg.
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Chris Crowley, Mike
Todorovich, Patrick Higgins,
Joey "Hands" Ciccarone, Guy
Stanier, and Chad Bundy-7
stoops sittin' on the stoop.
Chad Bundy, Jennifer McKay,
and Stephan Haycock lookin' for
Bahama Mama's.
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Johnny "Rock"-Hell Boy
Wanna be.
Will Vaughn and
Brett Kittle enjoy
their spring break.
X
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SenCor Wills
Underclass Hell Boys
Joe "chick-Chicka": May the force be with you-Pizza Boy. Stephen "Straus": Go back to the rock Haycock
and keep on taking blanks! Larry: RED NECK, south side loser!, Mike Todorovitch: Your room is always
cloudy, but your vision is always claire. Hamilton: Flexmaster, Delt-Hammy! Damien: Is it mousse or spray,
you dumb wealthy drunk! Thomas: Laugh while you can, monkey boy. Nick "the great" Sanzinny: broader
than Braodway. Crain: Nice car, nice girl-who are you? Greg: Ever kiss a breaded clam? We know so! Chip:
Graffiti Boy! Ed "Lov-
Page: Lossin' up Sand-
Kittle: Cheer up, at least
The Animal-in a nutshell!
Piper: Champagne
dream on! Guy: Phat
what you your all about
Dumb mother #@$%A&.
smoke "B's". Pat: Don't
give me a skowl, your the one who is the fowl. Jimbo: Somebody has to be the fat kid. Chapmen: Stop dealing
with Dumb and Dumber- They have no Clue! Falcone: Crap talkin', B-Boy Limpin!
Interesting Quotes: Bee Lie Buckle Lou. If your gonna go down, go down in "Flams". Stop jerkin' me around.
Special Thanks to: Hugh McKean (founder of Club), Hell girls-you know who you are, Campus Safety, Oasis
Liquor, 7-Eleven, Harpers, Kappa files, Stoopid Buddies, Phil "Unknown Chain", Rasta Fari Postive true
Viberation.
Speciall No Thanks to: TKEs, Delts, Zeros, W.P.P.D., D.F.B., D.E.A., and all those who do not have any clue
what we are all about and all the rules!
t
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Go tag some one else-
ers": 180 degree turn.
Your not like your Bro!
your not a Delt! Steve:
Crowley: Lame Boy!
wishes and caviar
car, phat women, is
Jersey Boy. Tucker:
Nick "B": Yes, you can
'Back,
to trie
Basics
Kathryn Gilbert, Mimi Tran, Kym
Lafferty, Kim Stanbro, Andrea Gregg
form the eighth wonder of the world- A
Kappa Pyramid.
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Alexis Savage, Christi
Neuenschwander, Alyson Vallante,
and Liz Ross have fun before Kite
and Key Night.
The Sig Ep's and
Alejandro Alvarez
party at an AA
convention.
The sisters of
Chi Omega
can always
get want they
want.
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The Brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon await
the Yellow Submarine.
~BaclC
to the
182®Greeks
Steve Pratt, Jake Voigt, Stanley
Karandanis, and Ken Foraste condone
under age drinking.
Julia Jerome, Leah Martin, Amalee
McKay, Amanda Morgan, and Jonna
Valentino enjoy a day at Daytona Beach.
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"Back,
Basic
Kappa's enjoy
a full dinner of
alcohol at the
Macoroni Grill.
Sig Ep's enjoy
the full meaning
of college.
Rob Piziali,
Owen Barron,
William Green,
Bob the Cat,
Bolko Von
Schulenburg,
and Frode
Loftesnes
smile at the
camera while
Bob the Cat
uses one of his
nine lives.
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IVI
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of Clubs
Student Activities. Black Student Union. Beginnings. Latin American Student
Association. Sandspur. Ruth. Caribbean Student Association. Cultural Action
Committee. Student Government Association. WPRK. Drew. Ballroom Dance
Club. Diversity Week. Muslim Student Union. Voices for Women. R-FLAG. All
Campus Events. Dan Ba. Jewish Student League. Tomokan. Asian American
Student Association. Rollins Outdoor Club. SAFAC. Pinehurst. Publications
Broadcast Union. Student Ambassadors. Video Projects. Intervarsity.
Brushings. Student Hearing Board. R-Times. Anne-Marie. Africanafest.
Rotaract. Concerts. World Hunger Committee. PENNY, PENNY, PENNY
Groups@1
Jewish Student League
The Jewish Student League (JSL) is
an organization that is determined in
bringing more awareness about
Judaism. The group which holds both
religious and political events has
helped support many Jewish stu-
dents on campus. JSL celebrates
such religious observances as Rosh
Hashanah, Yom Kippur, Chanukah,
and Passover every year and cel-
ebrate the independence of Israel,
and welcomes everyone to join in the
group's other activities.
Front Row (L to R): Adam Loewy, Seth Caston. Back Row (L to R): Daniella
Cohen, Jennifer Lassoff, Karen Schatz, and Stephanie Cohen.
Video Projects
Video projects is one of the many
branches of the Publications Broad-
cast Union. It's purpose is to enhance
the student knowledge and experi-
ence in video production. Members
David Axdahl and Chris Haak have
provided the talented and creative
support that Video Projects is known
for. With their "A Roll" Editing system,
Amiga 4000 with video toaster, and
cameras, they have provided a vari-
ety of videos ranging from school to
persona! projects, learning "hands
on" as they go.
David Axdahl supervises one of the many projects that Video Projects
is responsible in maintaining.
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Sandspur
The staff of the Sandspur has al-
ways maintained in informing and
alerting students of events and
stories that affect the entire Rollins
community. Being the oldest college
newspaper in Florida, the Sandspur
has been an important part of the
school. Current editor-in-chief, Chris
Smith along with Melissa Person,
Matt Scmidt, and Brandon Powell,
have the task of collecting the most
important news stories and getting
them into print each week. This year
the Sandspur covered such impor-
tant news stories such as the
Okinawa statue debate and the
woes of SGA, always providing
students with the most information.
The Sandspur is the voice of Rollins!
The 1994-1995 Sandspur staff frolick around the Mills Patio Pictured here are
Matt Schmidt, Chris Smith, Melissa Person and Brandon Powell.
fill Campus Events
he ACE staff gathers for another weekly meeting. Pictured from Left to Right
re: Christa Wrenn, Hoa Lee, Dan Ba Mulligan, Mike Cooper, Sabrina Anico,
nd John Thimm.
All Campus Events (A.C.E.) is an
organization that organizes various
special events for the Rollins commu-
nity. The organization which is led by
Dan Ba Mulligan, has been respon-
sible in hiring comedians for the Down
Under, getting musical guests to play
on campus, and for staging concerts
on the Sandspur field. This year ACE
had a successful year in bringing
student entertainment to the student
body. The Black Creek Concert along
with the special Spyro Gyra concert
drew huge numbers of students to the
Sandspur field for evening entertain-
ment. ACE also assisted the World
Hunger Committee in staging the
popular World Hunger Concert that
raised money for Oxfam. The future
for A.C.E. looks more positive than
ever as Dan Ba and his determined
staff work to keep the student body
enteratained.
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Beginnings '95
The Beginnings '95 Committee is a
group of seniors responsible for
raising money for their class to
present Rollins with a parting gift to
be used by the entire college for
several years. This year's project is
renovation of the Alumni House
patio. As ambassadors between the
college, alumni, and donors, Commit-
tee members represented students at
events such as the Volunteer Leader-
ship Conference in September, the
annual Donor dinner in October, and
Reunion Weekend in March. Begin-
nings is indeed a new start for main-
taining good alumni-college relations
now and in the future.
The Beginnings '95 committe consists of Tara Stadelmann, Jessica
Zimmerman, Mikell Thaxton, Cindy Karlovec and Christi Nuenschwander.
Intervarsity Christian
Intervarsity Christian is an organiza-
tion devoted to bringing spiritual
renewal to the entire campus. The
group which meets weekly, partici-
pate in singing Christian hymns,
group prayers, and promoting the
good news about God. Intervarsity
Christian welcomes any students who
wish to enrich their relationship with
God.
Front Row (L to R): Jeff Ward, Brooke Loope, lara Peng, John Thimm, Brett
Carl, Julie Sauers. Back Row (L to R): Melissa Franklin, Mims Rouse.
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Simply Ballroom! Lara Jane Linberger and
vlick Milligan get in action at a local compe-
ition.
Front Row: Karl Zwarkyh, Lara Jane Linberger. Middle Row: Brian Small, Teresa
Greenlees, Dario Moore, Sabrina Anico. Back Row: Pawel Nowicki, Stephanie Coher
Stephen Arthur-Wong
Tie members of the Ballroom Club dance in a mass danceathon.
This year the Ballroom Club has
endured tremendous changes and
growth. The product of all this is
awesome! we know have a dedicated
team that is learning formation work,
social dancing, and a lot about col-
lege competition. We represented
Rollins College well in the recent
competition at Valencia's West Cam-
pus on March 31
,
placing in the top
three all of the time. We have excit-
ing plans for the future with our new
coach Elaine Hansen. She has
opened our eyes to the world of
college dancing and we are now
ready to face the challenges and
opportunities that lie ahead. Come
join us for the fun and dancing!
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okes for Women
Voices for Women's "Take Back the Night" was a major triumph for women's rights.
Pictured here are (L to R): Teresa Greenlees, Sophia Zetterlund, Orlando Mayor Glenda
Hood 74, Laura Hall, Sabrina Anico, Leigh Carter, Mary Fournier, and Shellie Olszewski.
The importance of woman's issues in
today's world is something that Voices
for Women tries to alert the campus
about. The group's determination to
bring awareness to critical topics deal-
ing with women such as abortion,
sexual assualt, and the role of women
in politics. This year under the leader-
ship of Sophia Zetterlund and Melissa
Arnold, the organization held a suc-
cessful "Take Back the Night" in which
Orlando Mayor Glenda Hood was the
guest speaker. The candlelight cer-
emony that followed after and the
voices of people who spoke about their
personal experiences with the abuse of
women was indeed a major triumph for
the group and women altogether.
Orlando Mayor Glenda Hood, her husband
Charlie, and SGA Vice-President Mark
Shanoff discuss the importance of the even
Students gather in front of the Mitchell Plaza to display their support for
women right's.
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Pinehurst
inehurst Cottage is the home of the group. The residents of Pinehurst show the flip side of their clean-cut image.
As both a campus-wide special interest
group and as a residential community,
Pinehurst seeks to break down social,
cultural, and political barriers and bring
about an understanding of diverse
points of view. Through programming
and social activities, Pinehurst strives
to promote awareness of important is-
sues facing the entire campus and the
world at large. The members of Pine-
hurst have participated in various
events throughout the year such as
Halloween Howl and reunion week-
end. Pinehurst is not only a community
of students, it's a family.
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Amber Manderson participates in one of Rotaract's many community projects . Rotarian Mike Marchetti & Jesse Fortner dc
they share of work to improve the
community.
Rotaract is an organization affiliated
with Rotary International. It offers
young people, ages 18 to 30, unique
opportunities for community and inter-
national service as well as travel,
scholarship, leadership experiences,
and professional development. The
Rotaract Club undertakes projects
that are designed to improve the lives
of disadvantaged children, isolated
senior citizens, and the poor at home
or abroad. This year, the Club's first
year at Rollins, The Rotaract Club and
Rollins College organized a Thanks-
giving food drive for the children of
Serenity House pediatrics A.I.D.S.
foundation. We hope that the Rotaract
Club will be even more successful
next year as we work to improve our Andy De Mil collects litter for disposal to protect the beauty of Winter
Park.
world one project at a time.
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R.I.S.C.
3eth Caston performs one of his wild stunts Seth Caston And Jamie Rose stop and smile
n front of the Cornell Social Sciences for our roving photographer.
Denter.
The Rollins In-line Skating Club
(R.I.S.C.) was founded by a group of
students who wanted to a club that
would attract any students interested in
this popular activity. The club which
holds weekly skating sessions around
the Rollins campus, tries to combine
the fun of the activity as well as the
exercise. Why don't you take a
R.I.S.C?
Groups@195
Tara Bathgate, Julie Sauers, Creighton Knight, Mike Porco, llisa Sokolic, Holli Harben
Frank Di Giovanni, Chris Basel, Ed Bustos, Peter Behringer, John Crosskey, Doug
Satzman, Andrew Ritchie, Chris Curtis, and Greg Mullins.
The 1994-1995 Student Government
Association began with alot of excite-
ment and enthuasism. President Mike
Porco and Vice President Creighton
Knight were able to bring positive leader-
ship as well as new reforms in current
student-administration relations. With
bills that affected everyone, from
Marriott to the selection of SGA officials,
SGA was on top of things. The debates
that were held prior the presidential &
vice presidential elections attracted
many students who were interested in
what the candidates had to say. Emerg-
ing victorious from the elections, newly
elected President Creighton Knight and
Vice President Mark Shanoff were cho-
sen as the leaders for the new year. With
the goal of improving life for all students,
SGA will pave the way for the future.
SGA Senator Julie Sauers takes a break
after another grueling SGA meeting.
Newly elected SGA President Creighton Knight and Vice President Mark
Shanoff mark a new beginning by cutting a cake in their honor at their post
inaguaration party.
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Pawel Nowicki and Jayson Reiger conduct
a scientific experiment.
SAACS consists of Peter Pappas, Pawel
Nowicki, Jayson Reiger, and Albert Bunn
Albert Bunn performs an
experiment in a laboratory.
The Student Affiliates of the American
Chemical Society (SAACS) is the
Rollins College chapter of the nations's
most prestigious honor society for un-
dergraduate study in the chemical sci-
ences. Members are active in chemical
research here at Rollins and in activi-
ties benefitting the Rollins department
of chemistry. For the past three years,
members of SAACS have been
awarded the highly prestigious Barry
M. Goldwater Scholarship for excel-
lence in the study of the natural sci-
ences. SAACS members and their ad-
visor, Pedro Bernal hope to continue
the success the group has achieved
next year.
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Carribean Student Assoc
Anne-Marie, Kiomie, Craig, Jennifer, Kim, Marlon, and Valenta pose for a group
photo at CSA's spring barbecue.
Founded in the fall of 1 994 by Jennifer
Thompson and Kim Thoman, the Car-
ibbean Student Association is an or-
ganization that wants to promote the
culture, beauty, and diversity of the
West Indies. Whether it's a Spanish,
English, French, or Dutch island, the
group has sponsored various events
such as Caribfest, which brought stu-
dents together for a barbecue and a
evening party to recognized the im-
portance of the Caribbean islands.. In
association with Marriott, CSA also
held a Caribbean themed dinner at
Beans. CSA believes that the success
they had this year will continue in the
next one. Forward, Upward, Onward
Together! That's what CSA is all
about! Sybil McKinzy, Isoke Jacobs, Jamie Rose, and Tenaya Tynes show their
support at the Caribfest celebration.
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laiba Malik takes a rest after a CAC
neeting.
MSU sponsored trips to
above.
local mosques in the metropolitan area such as this one
Members of MSU assembled outside of a mosque for a traditional Islamic
service.
The Muslim Student Union is an orga-
nization determined to inform the entire
Rollins campus about the Islamic reli-
gion. This year they increased the
awareness of the basic principles of
Islam and to clear misconceptions that
crept in due to existing political issues
and the general opinions of mass me-
dia by sponsoring events for Diversity
Week. By having a luncheon in front of
the Mitchell Plaza in the fall and joining
CAC in the various Diversity Week
programs, MSU hopes to get its goal of
gaining greater awareness for Islam to
the entire campus.
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Black Student Union
Mike Boyd and Dario Moore spark up a dinner conversation.
Black Student Union was founded in the
1960's during a period of racial unrest in the
United States. It's purpose on Rollins
College campus was to educate people on
the culture, becoming actively involved in
the political atmosphere and providing a
sociial and emotional support for people of
color on the Rollins College campus.
Today, the Black Student Union provides
social support for all students who are
interested in the culture and the ancestry of
people of African descent from all over the
globe. In celebration of the past enrolled
students and alumni of Rollins spent an
evening sharing their experiences.
Laughter, tears, words of support and
encouragement resounded in the Galloway
Room as BSU celebrated another Black
History Month.
The
women
behinnd
every good
man. From
left to right,
Suzzane
Jarrett,
Mrs. Titus
King,
Jennifer
Thompson,
LaShalonda
Robinson,
Terra
Wright,
Pascal
Solomon,
Priscilla
Robinson,,
Maria
Bryant, Sili
Recio, and
Ixchelle
Queeley.
BSU advisors Dr. Grant holding baby CI
with mommy Kim White-Mills close by.
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Tenaya Tynes, Pascal Solomon, and Charmaine Josiah look simply
gorgeous. You go girls!
Mark Freeman
share some
experiences
while Sili Recio
looks on at the
2nd Annual
Alumni Dinner.
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Rollins Out
,
ROLLINSa OUTDOOR CLUB
II MFRTlNIf: TONIGHT 8:01
Don't forget the
meeting starts at
8:01, not 8:00!
The Rollins Outdoor Club (R.O.C.) is a
residential organization that promotes
activities involving the great outdoors.
Its members have done almost every-
thing possible that ranges from trips to
Costa Rica and North Carolina to a
survival weekend which students had
to fend for themselves with whatever
they found in the wild. The members of
R.O.C. have also supported such
causes as the World Hunger Commit-
tee by having a camp out on Mills Lawn
and participating in the infamous
R.O.C./Pinehurst wars, which they
won. R.O.C. is open to everyone who
has a love for nature and outdoor activi-
ties.
Mike March,
Lara Hadrys,
Miguel Zaldo,
Juan Garcia,
Monica Cox,
and Amanda
Rutherford make
human sand
castles on the
beach camping
trip to Flagler.
4t ^
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R.O.C. gets down
and dirty.
204@Groups
Not afraid to go
down
"Nutcracker
Falls" during
R.O.C.'s 1994
orientation trip
to North
Carolina.
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LASA poses for a picture in the Chase Garden. Front Row (L to R):
Anne-Marie Puig, Kiomie Johansen, Julie Godwin. Middle Row:
Margieric Rivera. Back Row (L to R): Luis Hernandez, Jennifer
Thompson, Cristina Welsh, Nancy Disher, Rafael Perez.
The Latin American Student Associa-
tion (LASA) is an organization deter-
mined to promote the culture and heri-
tage of Latin America at Rollins. The
group which had a successful year,
sponsored several events for Diver-
sity, held a dance in association with
BSU, and organized a fall barbecue.
The group would like to give special
thanks to Pedro Pequeno, Luis Valdes,
Udeth Lugo, Penny Scafer, Sonia
Rivera, Vanessa Carroll and Manuel
Vargas for their help in making this
year such a success. LASA hopes that
next year will be even more successful
as the group continues to promote its
goals on the Rollins Campus.
Geraldine
Carroll and
Luis Levy
smile at
LASA's fall
barbecue.
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Anne-Marie Puig,
Kiomie Johansen,
Juan Mercado, Julie
Godwin, and Valenta
Encarnacion celbrate
Juan's birthday at Red
Lobster. NOT!
Luis Hernandez, Tony
Collada, Juan
Mercado, Melli
Collada, Anne-Marie
Puig, Kathie Dawson,
Eileen Fernandez,
Kiomie Johansen,
Julie Godwin, and
Valenta Encarnacion
enjoy an evening at
the Red Lobster.
Valenta "Violenta"
Encarnacion, "Silly
Mili" Emilia Rivera,
and Carla "Coco"
Lopez celebrate the
debut of their new
singing group, "Mili y
sus Vecinas".
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Students gather in front of Ward for a Jamie Rose celebrates his love of ISO
barbecue that ISO co-sponsored with CSA. in his own special way.
The International Student Organiza-
tion (I.S.O.) is an organization for stu-
dents who are interested in interna-
tional issues. ISO sponsors and pro-
motes various cultural programs such
as Guy Fawkes Day and social activi-
ties throughout the year. ISO encour-
ages all Rollins students to join and get
involved. It might be a small world,
however ISO wants to promote the
cultural and political awareness of ev-
ery nation in the world on campus. ISO
President Jennifer Thompson has or-
ganized various social events through-
out the year such as barbecues and
discussions that has made the group
one of the most popular at Rollins. ISO
is on the go!
The "Guy Fawkes" bonfire attracted many students in celebrating this Britis
tradition.
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Cultural fiction Committee
Chair, Dwight Williams, enjoys some
time with his son, Kadeem, at CAC
sponsored barbecue.
Valenta Encarnacion does the "Valenta Dance" at one of the
many CAC group events this year. DO THE VALENTA!
Diversity Week attracted guest speaker, actor Giancarlo Esposito. L to R:
Ixchelle Queeley, Karl Lewis, Jennifer Thompson, Sili Recio, Isoke Jacobs,
Giancarlo Esposito, List Von Steinbergs, Kathie Dawson, Eileen Fernandez.
The Cultural Action Committee (CAC)
is an organization that unites and su-
pervises all minority groups at Rollins.
The organization sponsors many
events throughout the year, the most
important being Diversity Week, which
takes place in the fall. With the introduc-
tion of two new groups, the Muslim
Student Union and the Caribbean Stu-
dent Association and the growing im-
portance for cultural awareness, CAC
has indeed become a force on campus.
Chairs Dwight Williams and Margieric
Rivera have made CAC's role more
intensified than ever before, and the
organization have plans in the future for
further events.
Groups@209

Beans food. The beach. Fox Day Roulette. Current Events. Okinawa statue.
Rita. Orientation. Roommates. Convocation. Jin Ho. Spring Break. Hanging
out. Telephone. Credit cards. Clowning around. Graduation. Disney World.
Church Street Station. Harpers. Concerts. Do's and Don'ts. Registration. SGA
scandals. Shopping. Rollins cats. Best friends. Dorms. Fire Alarms. Politicians.
Celebrities. Fat Tuesdays. Finals. Universal Studios. Pizza. Smoking. Formals.
Booze. Holidays. Amelia. Elections. Dominos. Parties. Grades. Bills.
Bookstore. Going Home. Plans for the Summer. Jobs. Relaxation. Money. Cars.
Tanning. Computers. Traveling. Photographs. Nightlife. Sports. The End....
Greeks@211
Sports, Music
National News,
World Events
and Rollins
stuff
The 1994 World Cup soccer competition
was played in the United States. In this
photo, the U.S. team played Brazil but lost
1-0 in the second round. Brazil vs. Italy. An
estimated two billion poeople worldwide
watched Brazil battle Italy to a 0-0 tie for 120
minutes at the final game played in the Rose
Bowl. Brazil won 3-2 in a shootout. Refu-
gees fleeing the dictatorial regime of Fidel
Castro were refused entry into the United
States. President Clinton ended 28 years of
favored treatment for Cuban refugees.
He ordered U.S. ships to intercept these
fleeing Cubans by boat to detain them at the
U.S. Navy base in Guantanmo Bay. Castro
was allowing the refugees to leave the
island country and tens of thousands
boarded make-shift vessels bound for
Florida. Heather Whitestone is deaf and she
achieved her goal of becoming Miss
America. The 21 -year-old native of
Birmingham, Alabama, who became deaf at
the age of 18 months after a reaction to a
diphtheria shot, has 5 percent hearing in her
left ear. The junior at Jacksonville State
University reads lips, uses a hearing aid and
knows sign language. But her disability
didn't impair her ballet performance at the
Miss America competition - even though
she could only feel its vibration. (Cont. to
next page)
i
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More than 5,000 people died in a violent
earthquake that rumbled through Kobe,
Japan January 17, 1995. Estimates of the
damage ranged from $100 billion to $130
billion, and some 270,000 people were
forced to live in refugee shelters. It was
called the trial of the century. The trial of
O.J. Simpson. He was accused of
brutally murdering his ex-wife, Nicole Brown
Simpson, and her friend, Ronald Goldman.
There was so much interest in the case that
even the preliminary hearing was televised
nationally. Simpson put together an expen-
sive "dream team" of lawyers, lead by Rob-
ert Shapiro. Newt Gingrich, a conser-
vative congressman from Georgia, was
elected as the Speaker of the House of
Representatives. As the leader of the new
Republican-controlled Congress, Gingrich
set forth his "Contract With America" that
included welfare reform, middle-class tax
cuts, Congressional term limits and legal
reform. Haiti is an island of poverty and
discontent. President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide was elected president in late 1990.
But less than a year later he was arrested by
the military and expelled from the country.
Coup leader Lt. Gen. Raoul Cedras as-
sumed presidential powers and declared the
army to be in charge. A negotiating team,
lead by former President Jimmy Carter,
struck a deal with Gen. Cedras that included
U.S. troops to occupy the island and Mr.
Aristide was returned to power, (cont. on
next page)
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Ernst Mayr, a world renowed biologist
and philospoher from Harvard University,
planted a stone in our Walk of Fame in April.
After hearing about the legendary rock
festival from their parents for years, a gen-
eration seized the opportunity the create
their own Woodstock. And Woodstock
'94 was born. Several hundred thousands
people arrived at Saugerties, N.Y. for
Woodstock '94. From folk music to heavy
metal, the weekend concert was filled with
music almost 24-hours a day. Although a
referendum for independence from Yugosla-
via was passed in 1992, war and despera-
tion continued to be part of life in Bosnia-
Herzegovina. Serbs massacred thou-
sands of Bosians, mostly civilians. But as
1994 drew to a close, the fighting continued
and negotiations on a peace plan made slow
progress. One critic called their music
"pseudo grunge", but Stone Temple
Pilots didn't let that bother them. Even
while previous album "Core" was still on the
charts, they made it to the Top 10 with
"Purple." This San Diego-based group can
crank it out with some sturdy guitar work.
Rollins freshman waterskier, Rhoni
Barton is one of the top skiers in the
world. She is the reigning U.S. Master's
women's overall champion, which is the top
professional event in the world. The San
Francisco 49ers scored early and often in
Super Bowl XXIX to defeat the San
Diego Chargers 49-26. (cont. on next
page)
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For the 49ers quaterback Steve Young, the
win put him in the record books. His six
touchdown passes broke the Super Bowl
record. Andre Agassi was the people's
choice at the U.S. Open Tennis Champion-
ship in New York. It was an easy win
against Michael Stich of Germany. The 24-
year-old Agassi became the first unseeded
player to win the crown since Fred Stolle in
1966 and only the third in the 1 14-year
history of the tournament. It was Agassi's
first U.S. Open title. For Spring Break a
group of students helped build homes in
Albany, Georgia, with Roslyn and Jimmy
Carter for Habitat for Humanity.
After 46 years as enemies, Israel and Jor-
dan made peace and all but ended the
threat of another war between the Jewish
state and its Arab neighbor. With President
Bill Clinton presiding at a White House
Mideast Peace ceremony, Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin and King Hussein of
Jordan met in public for the first time. The
Baseball Season ended early in 1994.
The players went on strike in August and a
month later the owners voted to cancel the
remainder of the regular season. It was the
first time since 1904 that the World Series,
which had survived world wars and an
earthquake. President Clinton signed a $30
billion Crime Bill. The huge law bans the
manufacture, sale and possession of 19
specific types of assault-style weapons.
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Middle East Peace Conference!
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Valerie Bouchard, Jennifer
Bannon and Wes Sorenson
enjoy the damp Chi Psi Party.
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Kim Oram-Smith, James
Wiberg and Liz Lee
work on setting goals for
the year at the SGA
retreat in the fall.
Ann-Marie Puig and
Jennifer Thompson party it
up at Club Bahamas.
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Matt Rupley takes
some gourmet food
from The Beanery.
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Rita Bornstein gathers with
several students at her office
on Fox Day morning.
Whether rain or shine, Fox Day has always
brought a time for students to be carefree
and frivolous. On April 24, the bells of the
Knowles Chapel signified that the Fox had
been sighted on Mills Lawn. As usual many
students headed off to Cocoa and New
Smyrna Beaches to enjoy what was sup-
posed to be a day of sunshine and warmth,
instead finding that rainstorms had damp-
ened this Rollins tradition. Many other
students headed off to Disney World or
even stayed on campus to enjoy the picnic Amada
held on Mills Lawn (and later at Beans due RSmer '
to more showers). After the Fox had left, Yolaine
life returned to normal, as students got
the summer. Fox Day 1995 is a day to
Kim
Hanisak,
Cotel
pose
ready for the final month of classes before with the
Fox on
Mills
remember. Lawn.
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Senior Week
Tuesday: The bar Crawl
Wednesday: The Clubhouse Qrill
Thursday: Howl at the Moon
Friday: Landlord Semi-Formal (Spatz)
Saturday: Harper's Tavern
Chi-O's Katie Rasmussen and
Suzanne Coelingh party it up
at Harpers.
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Seniors and friends enjoy the
Langford Semi-formal.
Karen Peed and Alice Anne
Hardee '94 spend one of the
last nights at Harpers.
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GRADUATION
^jOMimteMeewient Speaker:
^Jliontcu JCe/tea/fi/
JCommwu^ ^Deqrees : Samuel
cAndrex Jit. ^Diianij
Derek Boom and Ramsey Christopher Fitzgerald celebrates
Small are full of glee after the end of four great years at
graduation ceremonies. Rollins with his nephew.
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Jay Rutzler, a parent, and
John Nesbit are thrilled it is
finally over.
Graduate, Diego Wasmosy
and his family straight from
Paraguay.
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Shelley Queeley and Luciana
Raad. "The future is so bright,
I got to wear shades."
Dr. Rita Bornstein, Harlan
Bloland, and Thomas Keneally
enjoy the reception at the
Cornell Art Museum Patio.
Nora Bigenheimer, Mary
Fournier,Melissa Franklin,
and Beth Janke listen on
as Rita speaks.
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Luis Hernandez
First of all let me thank all my friends,
family, and co-workers who have
made this year a great one. To Todd,
Lil' Brian, Kiet, DB, Tom, Eric, Jen E.
and Jen M., Adam, Seth, Jen T., Kat,
the members of the Men's B-ball team
(Brian T. Chris, Dave, Mike, Danny,
Fro, Bad Brad, Matt & Trevis, Ray,
Jarvone, Sager, Goukas, Scott, Tom,
Kyle, and Chip), Drew, Penny, Ruth,
Sonia, Gloria, Brian H., Jeannette, Big
Joe Serna, Laureline, Porco,
Creighton, Pedro, Luis, Dr. Stewart
and last but not least Linda, who I
came to know, respect, and love as if
she was my sister and a mentor.
1994-1995: "Where's
the Doc?"; Buffalo
Smuffalo; Dominos
most Preferred
Customer; Where's Lil'
Brian? The original
Crabster; Keg Stands
and forging checks;
SABFB; Nirvana Bites;
Ooh Jello; Koo Bloo
Koo Aid; Todd it's
Culd; I want to Ax
you a question?; Ma &
Pa; Don't say the "C
word!"; Don't make
fun of my accent!;
Pass me the wadda. "I
wuv you guys!"
SPECIAL THANKS: My
friends and mentors
in TKE, ATO,LASA &
the Tomokan staff.
Spring Break 1995: "Crabby Boy, ah what
are you gonna do when they come for
you!"; Maloney order a Jack Daniels while
watching a program of fake pyschics-
Instead she got a Jack Issacs; :"Pass the
Rothmans, burn the Monte Carlos"; We all
know Linda's mom loves to teach, hope
she doesn't know of Linda and Tyler on
Saunders Beach; "Who is this 12 year old
standing in front of me?"; "Brian, we
believe you when you say that you are no
14 years old."; "Shake it Mama!"; Nassau
Dogs; Kalik; The Clap Man; "The Crystal
Palace is much better than the Sandbox!" :
just bumped into another Rollins Stu-
dent!" Evans, Evans, and more Evans!
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Kimbefl
!
Showers
6 Ward 3rd floor plus Meg! Nellie: rave and D.C. pal. Big Sis Lisa
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Undo Sitek
My year first started off in D.C. Where I met some wonderful
people, Irgrid, Doug, Evan, Angel, Bill, Francis, Dave, Brad and Holly.
We almost hit all 500 bars in only 4 months.
1995 began with a bang and J-Term was in full force, even though
Evans decided to take it off. Sensay, even though I was gone for a
semester, we definitely made up for lost time. As I have said
before, you are by far my wackiest and wildest friend. Long live
Virgin Flight 4! Also, the late night phone calls! Thank you for
always being a wonderful friend and keeping me up to date with
Rollins gossip and Jen's arrests. Come back to the States soon,
England is too cold. January was yet another blur and as real life
nears, I will miss J-Term the most. What more can you ask for out
of life, one class for one month! Sad but true, as we entered Fats a
pitcher of Icehouse was waiting for us. To my drinking buddy and
best guy friend: "Hey Fran want to do a shot? I will do Jeger and
rou do Goldschlager." I am so glad I came to know you better this year because we did not talk about two taboo subjects! My, you sure have grown up
ince our freshman year. Thank you for all the wonderful pictures you took, the book would not have survived without you. Also, the video camera
ras an added plus during J-Term. Spring term would not have been the same without Spring Break in The
Bahamas. Jen and Jennifer: you
definitely made my last vacation.
Maloney, you are the most open
minded and tactful individual! Remem-
ber the pact? It was broken in one
night, well almost. Nassau also would
^RBg| not have been the same without Brian,
Luis and Todd, and Tony. Here are
m some saying and events from that wild
island: "British Colonial is nice." Billy
Boy Cheese Mon, "How many dogs did
you hit?" The Chinese Whitemon,
Absolut, '1 think we are alone now "-
Tiffany. "Jen and Luis are having sex"-
Dusty. "Any guy that wears a Speedo
is a . . ."-Maloney. Billabong's and the
tequila shots. "Hey, Crabby Boy,
how's that toe?" "Naughty girls need
love bomp... bomp...bomp...bomp too!"-
Schoo! Bumping into the Connecticut College boy three times. "What is this, a third world world country?"
TheSandbox. Madonna songs. Goombay. The wretched egg smell.
Jack Daniels, Waterloo, Hitch-hiking with Canadian boys. Waking
up on a beach at sunrise. Hammerheads. And finally The Casuari-
nas of Cable Beach.
Crabby girls, I am the last one to commence, thanks for always
reminding me that I don't have a job. Nury, thanks for always
making an effort to come to Jolly Roily from the Miami choas.
Chrissy, you are a true friend. Thank you for always being there
for me during my mental breakdowns and when I was homeless.
Hey, remember buckets? I love the two of you!!
And to Luis, for always having time to gossip and hang out in PBU
on the weekends! Our book is best that Rollins has ever seen! ft
could not have happen without you!
Finally, Mom and Dad: words can not say enough for all you have
done for me. Thank you for always encouraging me to strive for
the best. I love you so much!! May retirement treat you well.
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amantha Fox. Coo Bue Koo-aid in
•/ Mortgage Loans
Construction Loans
v' Equity Loans
Consumer Loans
Certificates of Deposit
Checking Accounts
Savings Accounts
Federal Trust Bank
1211 Orange Avenue, Winter Park, Florida 32789
(407) 645-1201
PAINT MIRRORS GLASS
PITTSBURGH
PAINT & GLASS, INC.
Winter Park, Florida
Phone 644-4022
We Specialize in Mirror Walls.
Framed Mirrors, Table Tops, Shower Doors
& Window Repair
DENNIS McDADE
President
620 West Fairbanks Avenue
Winter Park. FL 32789
Congratulations
to the New "95 Graduates!
from
RUTLAND'S
Fine Clothing for Men
Since 1935.
Altamonte Mall 834-3061
Fashion Square 894-3061
cMountaij\
HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS CASHIERS, NORTH CAROLINA
Serving Central and North Florida
1030 Sunshine Lane, Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
1-800-368-8915
(407) 865-8707 • Fax (407) 865-5991
Congratulations
Class of 1995
from the
Bookstore at Rollins College
Rose Skillman Hall
646-2133 -Phone
646-1525 - Fax
CON
6RAT
U
LAhons
Ob /Ae
iraJuaiinq cfass o.
SAM FLAX
The Toots To Create
Art, Drafting &
Graphic Supplies
1401 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32801
TEL 407 898 978S
FAX 407 898 9066
I 800 393 3529(FLAX)
1995
<Bon\o^ NAIbZ SALON
PARK AVENUE'S EXCLUSIVE SALON!
NAILS * FACIALS * WAXING * MAKE OVER
Acrylics • Gels • Silk • Fiberglass • European Manicures & Pedicures
10% DISCOUNT FOR ROLLINS STUDENTS Q
106 N PARK AVE,
WINTER PARK. FL
(above Banana Republic) 645-0400
RUTH'S
STEAK HOUSE.
Home of Serious Steaks
The Management & Staff wish to Congratulate the
Graduates of the Class of '95.
May all your dreams come true!
999 Douglas Avenue Altamonte Springs (407) 682-6444
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Get It AllTogether At Publlx.
SUPER MARKES High Ol \i i n. Low Prick.
THOMAS TmtVa&x.
a , LUMBER CO.SB Since J 925
231 W. Gore Street 784 Orange Avenue
ORLANDO
841-1250
WINTER PARK
644-7704
There are those who think
of graduation as the
checkered flag
of life's LEARNING RACE.
And those who think
it is merely a pit-stop.
Good Luck
Rollins Graduates.
THE
STORE
Winter Park • 407.628.0550
Tibbitts Automotive Service
Repairs & Towing
6400 University Blvd.
WINTER PARK
677-7190/671-7000
2981 AlafayaTr.
OV1EDO
365-3085
70 YEARS
COMBINED EXPERIENCE
ADA COMPLIANCE SERVICE • REPAIR
~ 297-3930
nan
oui a ucva to«. mc • pi himm • okunoo. a sua • mludo: «»aum • iwumuo • fix mint-not
«JJ ftikca » Modeb
ScaIot aUus DukahiiI
CoapMc floMM Stnkt
Licenced * uuured
Rcmbcre of fictUf
Cuatoacr Cart rroy in
Refrigerators Freezers
Icemakers Washers/Dryers
Ranges/Ovens
Dishwashers Qarbage Disposals
Water Heaters Microwaves
$10.00 DISCOUNT
TOR ALL WIRIER PARK CHAMBER MEMBERS
Oil A MAJOR APPLIANCE PROTECTION PLAN
Locally owned * operttcd
Strvkjnj 50.000 customers since IS86
Orange County
876-6666
Aj* ABOA/T
OA* I TIAR
ouAMmxct
Seminole County
788-2593
•FMC
Congratulations to
1995 Rollins College Graduates!
Airline Equipment Division
7300 Presidents Drive
Orlando, Florida 32809
407-851-3377
Telex -681-6649
Facsimile - (407) 857-9180
NNIWER PARK
1RKJEL
INC.
-S/NCE1974-
COMPLETE
PROFESSIONAL
TRAVEL
SERVICE
• Individual
Group &
Business
Travel
• No Fee For
Our Services
• Se Habla Espahol
• Major Credit
Cards Accepted
OPEN MON-FRI 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM
SATURDAY 10 AM -3 PM
Member
ASTA,
Amencon Society
of Travel Agents
ASK ABOUT
OUR
FREE
DELIVERY
SERVICE
645-4444
348 PARK AVE S.
WINTER PARK
Winter Park • Orlando
OUTBACK
/JO ?oLf5. ivKTr &<**r
Winter Park
1927 Aloma Avenue
(407) 679-1050
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CLASS
A
DHALYN LEE ADAMS
14534 TEAL COURT
CLEARWATER FL 34622
ALEJANDROENRIQUEALVAEZ
3 JAMISON DRIVE
LAWRENCEVILLE NJ 08648
SHARON LYNN ANDERSON
2612 LASER CT.
ORLANDO FL 32826
ELIZABETH ANNE ANGERS
5 HILLTOP TERRACE
RED BANK NJ 07701
MELISSA ARNOLD
1000 HOLT AVE-975
WINTER PARK FL 32789
DAVID ALI HATAMI AXDAHL
2356 SUN VALLEY CIRCLE
WINTER PARK FL 32792
%
JENNIFER ROSEMARY BACHNIK
1252 ORANGE AVENUE
WINTER SPRINGS FL 32708
ERICA EMILY BADER
8209 SAN AUGUSTINE
GERMANTOWN TN
38138
CONSTANCE MEGAN BALDWIN
12460 WOODPECKER LANE
LAURINBURG NC 28352
HARRY KYLE BARR
312 BRIDLEMERE AVENUE
INTERLAKEN NJ 07712
CHRISTOPHER HAROLD BARRETT
106 WEST RIVER ROAD
RUMSON NJ 07760
LOUISE RIPLEY BARROLL
1311 BERWICK ROAD
RUXTON MD 21204
MICHAEL ALLAN BARTA
440 NORTH ADAMS STREET
HINSDALE IL 60521
JENNIFER COLLEEN BATTISTA
14 COURT OF GREEN WAY
NORTHBROOK IL 60062
SASCHA OLIVER BENNEMANN
255 SUNRISE AVE. #202 PALM BEACH
33480
s
DIRECTORY
JEFFREY ALAN BERNARD
10930 BEINHORN
HOUSTON TX 77024
HELEN-ANNE BIGHAM
4311 LONGKEY LANE
WINTER PARK FL
APT 19203
32792
NORA ELLEN BINGENHEIMER
506 WASHINGTON AVE.
EUSTIS FL 32726
JANE WINCHESTER BURLEY
146 BEACON STREET
BOSTON MA 02116
SHANNON FAWN BURNS
1811 E. SANDPOINTE PLACE
VERO BEACH FL 32963
TIRRIKAH BURSE
178 9TH STREET
SALEM NJ 08079
JANET ELLEN BIRSCH
1000 HOLT AVENUE CAMPUS BOX 2262
WINTER PARK FL 32789-4499
LUCRECIA M. BLAIR
132 MERRILL ROAD
SPRINGFIELD MA 01119
ALEXANDER JOHN BLAKE
7801 LOS PINOS BOULEVARD
CORAL GABLES FL 33143
VIVIAN KRISTINE BLANCHARD
31 FLYING POINT ROAD
STONY CREEK CT 06405
DEREK TEMPLETON BOORN
176 TWELVE OAKS LANE
PONTE VEDRA BEACH FL 32082
GAVIN HAMILTON BORDEN
925 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK NY 10028
LORENZO LIVIO BORGHESE
17 CRESCENT PLACE
SHORT HILLS NJ 07078
ANDREW MC GRATH BORNHAUSER
7698 HOLLYRIDGE CIRCLE
JACKSONVILLE FL 32256
ALEXANDER JUSTIN BORSOI
1203 BRYN MAWR STREET
ORLANDO FL 32804
MICHELLE LYNN BOSWELL
529 JOHNS PASS AVENUE
MADEIRA BEACH FL 33708
JONATHAN WARREN BROCKETT
3207-15 SHAMROCK EAST
TALLAHASSEE FL 32308
ALICIA GRAHAM BULLEN
414 SOUTH BEACH ROAD
HOBE SOUND FL 33455
CHAD THOMAS BUNDY
5910 SOUTHWEST 27TH AVENUE
FL OCALA FL 34474
RONIEL CABRERA
12732 NORTHWEST 8TH LANE
MIAMI FL 33182
JENNIFER CHRISTIN CANDEE
92 MAIN STREET
EXETER NH 03833
TYLER STEN CARLSON
3 GREAT ISLAND VIEW ROAD
WESTPORT MA 02790
JOHN PATRICK CARR
2166 NATURES GATE COURT NORTH
FERNANDINA BEACH FL 32034
PETER CHARLES CERRATO
123 RANDALL DRIVE
SUFFIELD CT 06078
SAMUEL TREVIS CERTO
545 BIRDSONG COURT
LONGWOOD FL 32779
KAREN ELIZABETH CHAPMAN
ONE EVANS HILL
SHERWOOD FOREST MD 21405
SHELLEY ANN CHARRON
P.O. BOX 951452
LAKE MARY FL 32795-1452
JOHN ROY CHEWNING
1821 STONE ST.
OVIEDO FL 32765
WILLIAM JAMES GRABURN CHRISTENSEN
184 CHESTNUT PLAIN RD.
WHATELY MA 01093
NICOLE BRENNY CIRRITO
1810 24TH STREET N.W.
WASHINGTON DC 20008
VALERIE KARIN CLORAN
79 COLLEGE POND ROAD
PLYMOUTH MA 02360
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-, SUZANNE COELINGH
3450 HAMILTON AVENUE
SARASOTA FL 34242
WINDSOR DEXTER COFFIN
255 SOUTH BEACH ROAD P.O. BOX 1369
HOBE SOUND FL 33455
NEIL STEVEN COHEN
7 VIGUE CIRCLE
FRAMINGHAM MA 01701
STEPHANIE BETH COHEN
2820 FAIRWAY DRIVE
HOLLYWOOD FL 33021
KEVIN EDWARD COLBERT
5153 CYPRESS CREEK DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32811
ALEX JEFFERSON COLLINS
4 SCOTLAND ROAD
DURHAM NH 03824
DARRAUGH LYNN COLLINS
147 SOUTH INTERLACHEN PLACE
WINTER PARK FL 32789
PAUL EUGENE CONKLIN
234 ISLAND CREEK DR.
VERO BEACH FL 32963
SUITE 100
FRANK JOSEPH Dl GIOVANNI
4039 BENT TREE BOULEVARD
SARASOTA FL 34241
TRAVIS CRAIG DICKSON
427A THREE DEGREE ROAD
RENFREW PA 16053
KIMBERLY SUE DODSON
265 INDIAN POINT CIRCLE
KISSIMMEE FL 34746
JOHN CHAPMAN DOERING
P.O. BOX 736
DAMARISCOTTA ME 04543-0736
BRENDAN MATHEW DONOVAN
3627 DAVENANT AVENUE
CINCINATI OH 45213
NICOLE DOSE
3705 AVENIDA MADERA
BRADENTON FL 34210
LAURA KATHERINE DRUMMOND
5411 NORTHWEST 13TH AVENUE
GAINESVILLE FL 32605
JESSICA LAWRENCE DU PONT
430 SAINT ANDREWS DRIVE
BELLEAIR FL 34616
CHRISTOPHER CANTWELL FITZGERALD
] 201 WINDHOVER DR.
CHAPEL HILL NC 27514
ELISHA MORGAN CONTNER
7460 MANDARIN DRIVE
BOCA RATON FL 33433
STACY LYNNE CORLEY
2 BEAGON RIDGE CIRCLE
SALEM SC 29676
ROBERT PATRICK RAYMOND COULMAN
BAINDEN FARMHOUSE HORSMONDEN
TONBRIDGE, KENT, T N 1 2 8 B T ENGLAND
CHRISTOPHER RAYCE CURTIS
703 SWEETWATER CLUB BOULEVARD
LONGWOOD FL 32779
D
JOSEPH VINCENT D'ANNA
1368 HIBISCUS AVE.
WINTER PARK FL 32789
JAMES MICHAEL DAMM
10 LONGVIEW AVENUE
FREEHOLD NJ 07728
BRANDY LEI DAVIS
9528 WICKHAM WAY
ORLANDO FL 32836
JULIE MARIE DE PUE
1000 HOLT AVENUE BOX1138
WINTER PARK FL 32789
LISA MICHELLE DECONINCK
520 CLARENDON AVE.
WINTER PARK FL 32789
TRICIA RAE DEMERS
4217 CENTER KEY RD. #821
WINTER PARK FL 32792
MELISSA DECKER DENT
16 BLYTHEWOOD ROAD
BALTIMORE MD 21210
e
KATHY ORLANDO EATON
715 OAK MANOR CIRCLE
ORLANDO FL 32825
GEORGE LOVE ECKLES III
1619 GEORGETOWN LANE
MURFREESBORO TN 37129
GEORGE ELIAS EL-RAHI
2035 S. KIRKMAN RD 113
ORLANDO FL 32811
VICTORIA LEE ELLWOOD
7958 SOUTH PARK PLACE
ORLANDO FL 32819
SARAH DULANY EVANS
248 COLONIAL LANE
PALM BEACH FL 33480
THOMAS OLE EVINRUDE
380 GOLFBROOK CIR, #200
LONGWOOD FL 32779
F
SUZANNE FALONI
112 AVON DR.
ESSEX FELLS NJ 07021
JULIANE SABRINA FEGER
6201 99TH CIRCLE, NORTH
NORTH PINELLAS PARK FL 34666
CAROLINE MORTON FENTRESS
4611 HAWTHORNE LANE NW
WASHINGTON DC 20016-3437
ELIZABETH SHATTUCK FINBERG
1295 PEMBERTON TRAIL
MALABAR FL 32950
RYAN RAYMOND FITZPATRICK
29 IROQUOIS STREET
WORCESTER MA 01602
COLLEEN MARIE FLEHARTY
37758 DEVOE
MT. CLEMENS Ml 48043
SALLY JEAN FLEISCHMANN
3609 FLOYD ROAD
TAMPA FL 33618
JAMES RICHARD ROWLAND FLETCHER
WHITE LADIES, SHRUBS HILL LANE
SONNINGDALE, BERKSHIRE U.K. 5L5 OLD
ELIZABETH ANN FOLGER
6651 GRASMERE COURT
CLEMMONS NC 27012
KENNETH CLEERE FORASTE
7 HITCHING POST LANE
HINGHAM MA 02043
JESSE RYAN FORTNER
510 CLARENDON AVE.
WINTER PARK FL 32789
MARY CAROLINE FOURNIER
8179 JELLISON STREET
ORLANDO FL 32825
MELISSA LIANNE FRANKLIN
707 SOUTH EGRET ST.
SEBRING FL 33872
ADAM SETH FREEMAN
306 OAK ESTATES DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32806
BETH MARIE FREEMAN
27 JOHN F. KENNEDY DR.
STONY POINT NY 10980
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DREN RANDY GABBAI
112 SWEETWATER HILLS DRIVE
.ONGWOOD FL 32779
3HARLES REIGER GALLAGHER III
21 1 2 SANTA ANTILLES ROAD
DRLANDO FL 32806
30NZALO GALOBART
<\RANDIGA12 MADRID
SPAIN 2802
JACOBO GARCIA-LOYGORRI
93 CASTELLO
[MADRID SPAIN 28006
ROBERT BRETT GILMORE
10 SURFSONG
IKIAWAH ISLAND SC 21455
ANDREW DUNCAN GODLEY
587 PARKWOOD LANE
NAPLES FL 33940
SCOTT ROBERT GOULD
293 EAST 266TH STREET
EUCLID OH 44132
FRANCIS JOSEPH GRASSO, JR.
75 HONEYSUCKLE HILL
EASTON CT 06612
CARTER CLEVELAND GRAY
1760 NORTH CARPENTER ROAD
TITUSVILLE FL 32796
WILLIAM JOHN GREEN
16 MILAN AVE.
WOBURN MA 01801
H
TORSTEIN ANDREAS HAGEN
2 CLOCKHOUSE CLOSE WIMBLEDON,
LONDON ENGLAND SW19 5NT
CHRISTOPHER LANE HAGY
2511 PERSHING OAKS PLACE
ORLANDO FL 32806
INGRID HAMANN
2703 HOFFMAN DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32837
ELIZABETH ANN HAMILTON
531 MARIPOSA ST. APT. 2
ORLANDO FL 32801
SHIRLEY ANN HAPPEL
6101 DEACON DRIVE
WINDERMERE FL 32876
SUSAN CRYSTAL HARP
1700 FLOMICH AVENUE
HOLLY HILL FL 32117
MICHELLE MARIE HARRINGTON
PSC 20 BOX 484
APO AA 34020-5000
JESSICA READ HARVEY R.D.#2, BOX
98
BRATTLEBORO VT 05301
DAPHNE VIRGINIA HAWKINS
204 OCEAN DR.
TAVERNIER FL 33070
JOSHUA TOWER HEALD 416 MORRIS
AVENUE MOUNTAIN
LAKES NJ 07046
FRANTESHA DAWN HENDERSON
7015 KAYLEIGH CT.
SUGAR LAND TX 77479
JOHN ERIC HERMANSEN
205 HACIENDA DR. C/O HACIENDA DEL SOL
MERRITT ISLAND FL 32952
DAVID RUSSELL HERZOG
108 FAIRVIEW STREET
PROVIDENCE Rl 02908
KELLY ANN HICKS
407 PHILLIP CIRCLE
ELIZABETHTOWN KY 42701
NATALIE LOUISE HICKS
AIKER PREP SCHOOL 619 BORNWELL
AVE. NW AIKER SC 29801
BETHANY JOY HOFFMAN
313 PURGATORY ROAD
MIDDLETOWN Rl 02840
MICHAEL CHRISTOPHER HOLMES
816 YEADON AVENUE
YEADON PA 19050
GREGORY JOHNSON HOWE
108 BEACH AVENUE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS FL 32701
GWENDOLYN MICHELLE HUDGINS
525 EAST HARDING STREET
ORLANDO FL 32806
MONICA CHRISTY HUNSADER
1 BAYBERRY DRIVE
AMHERST NH 03031-2513
BYRON WATSON HURST
1401 COUNTRY LANE
ORLANDO FL 32804
f
JOSEPH EMILIO IARROBINO
14 CRICKET CIRCLE
ANDOVER MA 01810
J
GARY JON JACKSON
8 MAYFLOWER PARKWAY
WESTPORT CT 06880
BETH ANNE JANKE
912 OETTER DRIVE
SOUTH DAYTONA FL 32119
DANIEL JASSIR
3371 EDGECLIFFE DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32806
BRYAN HAYS JECKO
14355 S. CRYSTAL COVE DR.
JACKSONVILLE FL 32224
JESSICA YOUNG JENSEN
2135 BROADMOOR DRIVE EAST
SEATTLE WA 98112
CHRISTOPHER RICE JOHNSON
1210 ALBERTA DRIVE
WINTER PARK FL 32789
GLENN DAVID JOHNSON
11 JANA DRIVE
WESTON CT 06883
RACHEL ANN JONES
1053 NORTH TOWN AND RIVER DR.
FT. MYERS FL 33919
LOREN MATHEW KAHLE
1062 CHATHAM PINES CIR. #208
WINTER SPRINGS FL 32708
ISABEL KALPAKIAN
6090 N.W. MARINE DR. VANCOUVER, B.C.
V6T1A5 CANADA
KARON ELIZABETH KAPLAN
3331 SOUTHWESTERN
DALLAS TX 75225
CYNTHIA CAMERON KARLOVEC
29326 EDGEDALE ROAD
PEPPER PIKE OH 44124
HEATHER LYNNE KAYE
14531 CYPRESS ISLAND CIRCLE
PALM BEACH GARDENS FL 33410
ANNE GRAY MC LAUGHLIN KEEBLE
4410 TRUXTON PLACE
NASHVILLE TN 37205
PATRICK JOSEPH KENNEDY
2252 KING HENRYS COURT
WINTER PARK FL 32792
MICHAEL JAMES KERR
RUA SAMBAIBA 190/904
RIO DE JANEIRO BRAZIL 22450
ELIZABETH RUTH KESSLER
917 THE CURTILAGE
LEXINGTON KY 40502
LAURA SHIAO - MEI KOO
2110 CADY WAY
WINTER PARK FL 32792
KRISTINA BITTLE KRAPF
2103 N.GRANT AVENUE
WILMINGTON DE 19806
JACQUELYN MARIE KULESZA
9372 DIMOND COVE CIRCLE
ORLANDO FL 32836
I
JULIE ANN LA COMBE 2223 AMHERST
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AVENUE ORLANDO
FL 32804
DAVID ALAN LAIRSON
1360 CHESTNUT AVENUE
WINTER PARK FL 32789
DEREK MATTHEW LANDRY
P.O. BOX 32994
PALM BEACH GARDENS FL 33420
JEREMY THOMAS LANIER
1634 STARFISH STREET
KISSIMMEE FL 34741
ELIZABETH ANNA LEE
418 NORTH WOODLAND BOULEVARD
DE LAND FL 32720
RUSSELL MERRITT LEIDICH
6008 LEXINGTON PARK
ORLANDO FL 32819-4434
JASON MICHAEL LEMANSKY
117 JUNIPER DRIVE
AVON CT 06001
GREGORY LENNON
13 GEORGE ST. #2
FRAMINGHAM MA 01701
LUIS ARMANDO LEVY
ESTADO 667 APARTMENT 2
MIRAMAR PR 00907
MATTHEW HALLEM LEVY
92 LONDONDERRY DRIVE
GREENWICH CT 06830
BROOK ELIZABETH LOOPE
751 PELENAKA PLACE
MAKAWAO HI 96768
LYNLEY NICOLE LOVETT
1315 LAS LOMAS NORTHEAST
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87106
MICHAEL ALEXANDER LOWE
30 DRIFTWAY LANE
DARIEN CT 06820
JORAYN DIANN DORIS LUNDY
41 14 VARN STREET WEST
TAMPA FL 33616
JASON PETER LUNETTA
5908 FAIRWOOD DRIVE
MINNETONKA MN 55345
H
TORRIE ANN MACDONALD
36261 WASHINGTON LOOP ROAD
PUNTA GORDA FL 33982
ROBBIANNE TEAGA MACKIN
BOX 442
BERNARDSTON MA 01337
EDWARD RETZ MAPLE II
130 CHERRY VALLEY AVENUE
GARDEN CITY NY 11530
PAUL NICHOLAS MASCIA
5300 FERNHILL COURT
ORLANDO FL 32808
WILLIAM PATRICK MAURA
P.O. BOX SS-6136
NASSAU BAHAMAS
JENNIFER LONDON MC BRAIR
15 SANDY LANE
MARLBOROUGH CT 06447
HEATHER LYNN MC CONNELL
10070 STROGANOF
ANCHORAGE AK 99516
BRENDAN FRANCIS MC GILL
336 HENKEL CIRCLE
WINTER PARK FL 32789
NATASHA DOROTEA MC GRATH
12228 MANADO STREET
ORLANDO FL 32821
SYBIL LYNN MC KINZY
1832 PEARWOOD COURT
ORLANDO FL 32818
BENJAMIN MORRELL MC LANE
10 ISLAND RD.
STUART FL 34996
MATTHEW DARRELL MC LEAN
341 DEVILS BIGHT
NAPLES FL 33940
ROBERT DAVID MC LEAN, II
26 BURPEE LANE
NEW LONDON NH 03257
CARY GARTH BANKHEAD MC WHORTER
652 SHERMAN STREET
DECATUR AL 35601
JEANNIE MARIE MC WHORTER
2621 CORAL AVENUE
KISSIMMEE FL 34741
JOHN KARL MEIS
RD #2, BOX 590 POND HOLLOW ROAD
SUSSEX NJ 07461
RODD JACKSON MELZER
51 HILL MANOR DRIVE
HERSHEY PA 17033
MANUEL ALBERTO MENDOZA
11625 SW 47 TERRACE
MIAMI FL 33165
ALISON LYNNE MICHAUX
1142 CUSTIS STREET
ALEXANDRIA VA 22308
TINA LISABET MIERICKE
815 LAURELCREST DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32828
ALISA ROBIN MILLER
7436 BARNACLE COURT
WINTER PARK FL 32792
KRISTIN CARA MILLER
7436 BARNACLE CIRCLE
WINTER PARK FL 32792
LUKE DAVID MILLER
25 CARDINAL PLACE
MOUNT KISCO NY 10549
RYAN MATTHEW MILLER
5415 SHEARWATER DR.
SANIBEL FL 33957
KIMBERLY ANNE MILLETTE
P.O. BOX 304
SHEFFIELD MA 01257
JENNIFER ANNE MOCK
P.O. BOX 576 WEST
FALMOUTH MA 02574
JOSHUA DAVID MONSON POST
OFFICE BOX 672 YORI'
HARBOR ME 03911
TARA KRUSE MORIARTY
1419 PIPER RD.
WEST SPRINGFIELD MA 01089
HEIDI HANSON MORTON
NORTH MANURSING ISLAND
RYE NY 10580
MELISSA SWEET MORTON
345 SUTTON RD.
BARRINGTON HILLS IL 60010
STACY GALE MOSS
10931 NORTHWEST 16TH STREET
PEMBROKE PINES FL 33026
JENNIFER ANNE MOWBRAY
7714 RUXWOOD ROAD
BALTIMORE MD 21204
KARL WILLIAM MUELLER
5320 SOUTHWEST 22ND AVENUE
CAPE CORAL FL 33914
MICHAEL MATTHEW MULLIN IV
1010 NORTH OCEAN BOULEVARD
GULF STREAM FL 33483
VALERIE JANA MURPHY
3401 OAKWATER POINTE DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32812
N \
BRIAN GENE NASON
2134 GOFFAVE.
MEMPHIS TN 38114
GARNET GANCHANA NAVRATIL
4417 JEFFERSON STREET
HOLLYWOOD FL 33021
JENNIFER PARVATI NAWADA
271 LAKE LINK ROAD, S.E.
WINTER HAVEN FL 33884
JONATHAN BRIAN NESBIT
71 BANK STREET
NEW CANAAN CT 06840
JULIE-ANN NEUBAUM
1615 CHEROKEE TRAIL
VALRICO FL 33594
CHRISTINE LYNN NEUENSCHWANDER
6015 CRAB ORCHARD
HOUSTON TX 77057
ELIZABETH LOUISE NEWTON
7605 SHERMAN
CHESTERLAND OH 44026
HENRY HUY KHANH NGUYEN
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1 164 WOODLAND TERRACE TRAIL
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS FL 32714
HAYDEN EDWARD NORRIS
4304 CENTER KEY RD APT 2422
WINTER PARK FL 32792
TODD BAINBRIDGE NORTON
10 HILLBURY ROAD
ESSEX FELLS NJ 07021
DANIEL SKELLY OCALLAGHAN
32 MT. HOLLY ROAD
KATONAH NY 10536
HOLLACE TOBIN ODONNELL
4026 GLENRIDGE ST.
KENSINGTON MD 20895
ANTHONY WAYNE ORRELL
202 ANGLER AVENUE
PALM BEACH FL 33480
CARMEN JULIA ORTIZ
147-49 41 ST AVE.
FLUSHING NY 11355
P
SAMUEL WILLIAM PAGAN
13632 DANHURST WAY
JACKSONVILLE FL 32224
MATTHEW THOMAS PARKS
5000 FOX FIRE LANE
LAKE MARY FL 32746
CYNTHIA GALANG PASCUAL
6218 FAIRWAY BAY
GULFPORT FL 33707
APARNA VIPIN PATEL
856 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
ORMOND BEACH FL 32176
KATHERINE HUNTER PAYNE
200 WESTWIND ROAD
LOUISVILLE KY 40207
KAREN ALISON PEED
820 LAKE ADAIR BOULEVARD
ORLANDO FL 32804
ANDREA VIVIANA PELLEGRINI
8881 S.W. 68TH AVENUE
MIAMI FL 33156-1555
RAFAEL ALFREDO PEREZ
510 1ST STREET
ST. AUGUSTINE FL 32095
ANGELA DIANNE PHILLIPS
323 B PONCE DE LEON AVE.
ORLANDO FL 32801
DAMIEN PAUL PICQUET
213 MOCKINGBIRD LANE
WINTER SPRINGS FL 32708
KAREN FAYE PIERSON
617 SOUTHEAST 12TH ST.
BELLE GLADE FL 33430
CARLOS ALBERTO PINTO
6403 MIDDLEBURG LANE
BETHESDA MD 20817
SHAWN MAKO PISTOR
116 VERLINDEN DRIVE
MONROEVILLE PA 15146
ROBERT LOUIS PIZIALI, JR.
548 ISLAND PL.
REDWOOD CITY CA 94065
MARGARET DIANE PLANE
980 SOUTH LAKE SYBELIA DRIVE
MAITLAND FL 32751
MICHAEL PORCO
8525 BLACK CREEK BLVD.
ORLANDO FL 32825
KATHARENE JEAN POSTON
707 VILLAGE LANE
WINTER PARK FL 32792
JAMES MC CARTHY POWERS
42 MAIN STREET
NEW MILFORD CT 06776
STEPHEN DALLAS PRATT
18245 S. EAST VILLAGE CIRCLE
TEQUESTA FL 33469
DANA SUZANNE PREBLE
67812 KLINGER LAKE ROAD
STURGIS Ml 49091
RAANAN YOAV PRITZKER
4550 WEST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32808
a
IXCHELLE DIONNE QUEELEY
CAMPUS BOX 2066
WINTER PARK FL 32789
KRISTEN QUINLAN
123 PRINCE STREET
ALEXANDRIA VA 22314
LUCIANA ALYYSSA BRIGGS RAAD
28 BLUFF ROAD
BARRINGTON Rl 02806
CINDY RAMDIAL
1216 IBSEN AVENUE
ORLANDO FL 32809
JORDAN MATTHEW RAPPAPORT
371 LAKESIDE PLACE
HIGHLAND PARK IL 60035
KATHARINE PEARL RASMUSSEN
1340 LANDRY CIRCLE
LONGWOOD FL 32750
LYNDA BETH REAVES
316 LAKE AVENUE APARTMENT C1 13
MAITLAND FL 32751
DANIELA KRISTINE RESTIVO
P.O. BOX 838
SHELTER ISLAND HEIG NY 1 1 965-0838
TAMITHA CHANELL RICHARDSON 2623
CEDAR BAY PT. APT. 203
CASSELBERRY FL 32707
MARGIERIC ISABEL RIVERA
H.C. 01, BOX 12670
PENUELAS PR 00624
OSCAR RIVERA
2070 LAKEBREEZE WAY
DELTONA FL 32738
PARRISH CAMERON ROBE
303D SEA OATS DRIVE
JUNO BEACH FL 33408
GINA ROMERO
157 CORAL REEF CIRCLE
KISSIMMEE FL 34743
IVONNE ROQUE
7512 SANIBEL CIRCLE SOUTH
TAMPA FL 33617
JAIME ROQUE
2263 RAPER DAIRY ROAD
ORLANDO FL 32882
ELIZABETH FORD ROSS
1445 FLOYD AVE.
RICHMOND VA 23220
RICHARD PATRICK ROWAN
48 WILTON RD. WEST
RIDGEFIELD CT 06877
AMANDA RUTHERFORD
9 FAIRVIEW MANOR
PITTSBURGH PA 15238
JOHN ENOCH RUTZLER IV
P.O. BOX 316
ERIE PA 16512-0316
$
GREGORY DANIEL SAGER
925 WEST POST ROAD
ANDERSON IN 46012
CHRISTOPHER FARRELL SAMETH
TALL PINES ROAD
NEW VERNON NJ 07976
JACOBO VICENTE SAN ROMAN
ADELFAS 53, MONTEPRINCIPE BOADILLA
DEL MONTE, MADRID SPAIN 28668
DOUGLAS BRIAN SATZMAN
7970 LOVE LANE
BOCA RATON FL 33433
ALEXIS AUSTIN SAVAGE
22 NORMAN ROAD
UPPER MONTCLAIR NJ 07043
JOHN DUFF SAXE
930OENOKE RIDGE
NEW CANAAN CT 06840
JENNIFER MEGHAN SCHAEFER
3873 SOUTHEAST 13TH PLACE
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CAPE CORAL FL 33904
KAREN LYNN SCHATZ
102 COVERIDGE LANE
LONGWOOD FL 32779
EDWARD HOLLIS SCHEER
1002 GROVE AVENUE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS FL 32701
SHANNON MARIE SCHMIDT
N80 W1 2960 FOND DU LAC AVE #7
MENOMONEE FALLS Wl 53051
KERI LYNNE SENGBUSCH
2357 NORTH 65TH STREET
WAUWATOSA Wl 53213
JOLIE PATRICIA SESTER
2104 COLONY DRIVE
EAU GALLIE FL 32935
SAMIR JOOST SHARMA
3554 WEST LAKE DRIVE
MARTINEZ GA 30907
LISA REBECCA SHENKER
1 1 BAY COLONY LANE
FT. LAUDERDALE FL
DAVID MICHAEL SHPIZ
5689 NW 24 TERRACE
BOCA RATON FL
JAN-MICHAEL SILBAUGH
4760 MOUNTAIN ROAD
PASSADENA MD
33308
33496
21122
CATHERINE ELIZABETH SILER
P.O. BOX 29354
ATLANTA GA 30359-0354
ANNE LORAINE SINK
14 LAUREL OAKS CIRCLE
ORMOND BEACH FL 32174
STEVEN THOMAS SIPPRELL
1508 ENSENADA AVENUE
ORLANDO FL 32825
LINDA GENE SITEK
13251 STONE CANYON ROAD
POWAY CA 92064
ALEXANDER FREDERICK SKODNIK
4630 TIFFANY WOODS COURT
OVIEDO FL 32765
RAMSEY BLAKE SMALL
917 COBB BLVD P.O. BOX 379
KANKAKEE IL 60901-0379
GILLIAN CRARY SMITH
29 MIMOSA COURT
RIDGEFIELD CT 06877
JENNIFER BETHANY SMITH
1580 BRYAN AVENUE
WINTER PARK FL 32789
JESSICA LEIGH SMITH
9780 CREEKFRONT RD. #301
JACKSONVILLE FL 32256
MATTHEW HEYDEN SMITH
35 HIGHLAND RD APT. 2303
BETHEL PARK PA 15102
MICHAEL THOMAS SMITH
1850 BRANCHWATER TRAIL
ORLANDO FL 32825
GREGG DENHAM SMYTH
103 BARNCROFT ROAD
STAMFORD CT 06902
MARK LESLIE SNYDER
303 NORTH SWEETWATER BOULEVARD
LONGWOOD FL 32779
SAMINA SOHAIL
114B WISTERIA DRIVE
LONGWOOD FL 32779
BRIANA ALEXIS SOLOMON
1104 SAGAMORE DRIVE
SEFFNER FL 33584
RICHARD WESLEY SORENSON, JR.
6540 SOUTHEAST HARBOR CIRCLE
STUART FL 34996
JULIE CATHERINE SOULE
1401 SUNSET DR.
KEYWEST FL 33040
SHANA ZIFFRIN SPAK
374 BATEMAN CIRCLE NORTH
BARRINGTON HILLS IL 60010
TARA ANNE STADELMANN
276 WEST ELM STREET
BROCKTON MA 02401
SEANA MARIE STALEY
2562 A S. ARLINGTON MILL DR.
ARLINGTON VA 22206
CATHERINE ELIZABETH STAUFFER
4415 N.W. 113 TERRACE
CORAL SPRINGS FL 33065
NICOLIA JAN STEWART
7864 VILLA DR.
ORLANDO FL 32819
ANNE ELEANOR STONE
P.O. BOX 834
SHELBURNE VT 05482-0834
JENNIFER SHAY STUART
192 WICKFORD STREET EAST
SAFETY HARBOR FL 34695
VANESSA SUBOTIC
6535D PARKVIEW DRIVE
BOCA RATON FL
FAIRWAY VILLAGE
33433
AMY REBECCA SUSSMAN
2000 S. BAYSHORE DR.
MIAMI FL 33133
VILLA #11
LUKE VIVOD TAYLOR
BAYCREST AVENUE
EAST QUOGUE NY 11942
MARIANNE SWAN TAYLOR
P.O. BOX 35
OSPREY FL 34229
MIKELL CHRISTOPHER THAXTON
24 FORMOSA DRIVE
CHARLESTON SC 29407
COURTNEY DELLE THOMPSON
P.O. BPX 1951
BLOWING ROCK NC 28605
LORI CHRISTINA THOMPSON
P.O. BOX N 1060 NASSAU
BAHAMAS
RUTH JENNIFER TRONO
1534 AMHERST LANE
KISSIMMEE FL 34744
LAURA STEWART TUCKER
6124 STONEGATE PLACE
EDMOND OK 73003
TENAYA N'CHIRA TYNES
19110 NW 88TH COURT
HIALEAH FL 33015
u
CHRISTOPHER WILLIAM UHLER
555 RATTLESNAKE BRIDGE ROAD
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JENNIFER PATRICIA WADE
400 EAST COLONIAL APT 1 1 02
ORLANDO FL 32803
PEYTON LATHEM WAGGENER
1909 MOORES MILL ROAD, N.W.
ATLANTA GA 30318
CHERYL LYNN WALKER
1578 ANTOINETTE COURT
OVIEDO FL 32765
RENAY ANNE-MARIE WALKER
4440 NORTHWEST 26TH STREET
LAUDERHILL FL 33313
DIANNE LYNN WALTON
700 MCINTYRE AVE.
WINTER PARK FL 32789
DENNIS CHARLES WAXMAN
324 PRESSVIEW AVENUE
LONGWOOD FL 32750
ANDREA RACHEL WEISMAN
902 HALIFAX DRIVE
WARWICK Rl 02886
JOHANNA VALIANT WEISS
2715 GLYN STREET
ORLANDO FL 32807
JONATHAN VALIANT WEISS
2715 GLYN STREET
ORLANDO FL 32807
KURT MICHAEL WELLS
2403 GLENN AVENUE
EVANSVILLE IN 47711
MAXWELL PATRICK WHEELER
3900 NORTH LABARRE ROAD
METAIRIE LA 70002
CRISTINA MARIA WHITEHOUSE
9321 SOUTHWEST 4 STREET #115
MIAMI FL 33174
JAMES MC DERMID WIBERG
PALMEIRAS, PROSPECT RIDGE RD. P.O. BOX
N8333, NASSAU, N.P. BAHAMAS
SARA KATHERINE WILEY
4545 BROOKSIDE
TOLEDO OH 43615
RICHARD FORD WILKINSON
7398 MC VAY ROAD
GERMANTOWN TN 38138
SUSANNA BRIE WILLETT
71 TURNER HILL ROAD
NEW CANAAN CT 06840
DANIEL JAMES WILLIAMS
C/O KAREN GALLAHER 40201
JEFFERSON COURT NOVI Ml
48375
DWIGHT ODEN WILLIAMS
SOHO DISTRICT, SEAFORTH P.O.
ST. THOMAS JAMAICA
LESLIE WITTHOHN
8491 CARAWAY COURT
ORLANDO FL 32819
SALLY MARIE WOOD
7836 US HIGHWAY 55 SOUTH
WILLOW SPRINGS NC 27592
KIMBERLY ANN WOOTEN
5317 AEOLUS WAY
ORLANDO FL 32808
MARY BINGHAM WORTHEN
3016 MOUNTAIN BROOK PARKWAY
BIRMINGHAM AL 35223
TERRA LA SHAWN WRIGHT
201 JOHNSON STREET
EATONVILLE FL 32751
2
SOPHIA REBECCA ZETTERLUND
130 W. MINNEHAHA AVENUE
CLERMONT FL 34711
JESSICA TAYLOR ZIMMERMAN
389 MOCKINGBIRD VALLEY ROAD
LOUISVILLE KY 40207
LYNN DUPRAY ZIMMERMAN
107 WATER OAK LANE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS FL 32714
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Hugh Ferguson McKean '30
1908 - 1995
President of Rollins College
1952 - 1969
Hugh McKean was a man of regal bearing. He
savored a lifelong passion for the arts, amassing the
world's largest collection of Tiffany art. Hewas devoted
to education, serving as president and chancellor of his
alma mater from 1951 to 1973. His humor was subtle, his
resolve legendary, and his ability to remain just a notch
above the fray unparalleled.
"The future always guards its secrets carefully. But since I am convinced the younger
generation are stirring with romanticism, I will attempt to predict some of the developments
that lie ahead . . .
a sweeping change in education with more emphasis on helping students find the best in life and
less on assimilating knowledge and recalling it - computer like - on command. Colleges will
help students understand themselves and show them how to discover and use all the power
and resources of their own minds. There will be a great emphasis on values, ethics and
maintaining sound academic standards. Education will be recognized more and more as a
powerful answer to crime, narcotics and other forms of human misery.
Colleges which are indifferent to what students want to do with their lives will not
prosper. Those which continue only to dispense a standardized package of knowledge will
fade away."
-Hugh F. McKean, Let's Give the Students What They Want, 1973
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The end of the school year in May brought many
changes and events that affected
many at Rollins. Hugh McKean
passed away
on May 6, at
Winter Park home. Fox Day
finally came on April 24, on a
not too pleasant morning.
Pravda was the
word on April 22, as a radical John Doe
attacked the actions of the Dean of
welcomed Orlando ^h JTj Mayor
Glenda Hood as their guest
speaker during their annual Take Back the Night
event. The prospects of introducing a traditionally
African-American fraternity
and sorority in the upcoming
year has taken light.
Porcogate came to an end,
and the election of a new
SGA President and Vice-President finally came. As
dawn sets on this beautiful Floridian college, life
becomes slower
paced as many
think about the
future and their
memories of
Rollins.
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The cover material is white litho laminate matte. The board weight is 1 60. The four-color process was
used for the terracota roof. The quarter cover is an applied color of pantone 1 55 (beige). The trim size
of the book is 9"x1 2". The book is smyth sewn for its binding, with rounded headbands. Francis Grasso
'95, took the cover photograph.
The paper stock used for the front and back endsheets is Clay CX-06. Black ink 950 is applied on the
front endsheet. A picture is ghosted and the front endsheet is quarter cut. Onion skin is added between
the front endsheet and page one.
The paper stock used throughout the book is 80# Ermine. There are 268 pages in the book. Four-color
process is used in the Opening section and the Campus Life section. Process color is used in the Sports
section. The pantone colors used are blue 281 and green 350.
The primary typeface is Helvetica. Headlines are usually set in 36 point, body copy and folios are in 1
2
point, caption copy are in 1 point. In addition, the following typefaces were used in headline and display
copy: Arena Black Extended, Aristocrat, Bailey, Brandyscript, Graverplate, Gillian Black,Handy Brush,
Liddie, Minstrel, Monotone, Revel Regular, and Tango Regular. In addition, Dingbats are used for the
folios.
PageMaker 5.0, along with the Herff Jones template program PageMaster, is used for the layout of the
publication. Herff Jones printed 520 copies at their Montgomery, Alabama plant. Jean Henry is the
Customer Service Representative.
Senior and Underclassmen photographs are taken by Thornton Studios located in New York, NY.
Some candid photographs are provided by the Public Relations Office. The national and world
photographs are obtained from RM Photo Service located in New York, NY.
Advertising is contracted with Scholastic Advertising, Inc. of Atlanta, GA.
The 1995 Tomokan sold for $20 in advance. The Tomokan has an office on the third tier of the Mills
Memorial Center. The office phone number is 646-1594 and the campus box number is 2542.
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